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Citizens protest nuclear dump 
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Jackson might run 
WASHINGTON (APl - The 
Rev. Jesse Jackson said 
Thursday he is taking a tem-
porary leave of absence from 
Operation PUSH so he can 
devote all his time to exploring 
a p,,~sible bid for the 
Democratic presidential 
nomination. 
He said he \\till make a 
decision on his candidacy 
sometime next month. 
Jackson, who has been 
president of the Chicago-based 
civil rights organization since 
he founded it in llnl, said he will 
request a leave when the PUSH 
board of directors meets 
Monday. 
.Jackson also said at a lun-
cheon sponsored by the local 
PUSH chaprer that he may seek 
one more meetillg with each or 
the seven announced 
Demo.::ratic preSidential 
c,'lndidate:; before he mai;es'ilis 
-decision on the 1984 race. 
The seven candidates are 
former Vice President Walter 
Mondale; Sens. Alan Cranston 
of California, John Glenn of 
Ohio, Gary Hart of Colorado 
and Ernest Hollings of South 
Carolina; former Sen. George 
McGovern of South Dakota, and 
former Florida Gov. Reuben 
Askew. 
See JACKSON, .-age 3 
Park~r appointed to committee 
By Anne Flasza 
Staff Writer 
James Parker, chairman of 
the Department of Educational 
Leadership, was appointed 
chairman of an B-member 
advisory committee to identify 
and honor master teachers in 
Illinois by Gov. James 
Thompson Wednesday. 
Funds totalling $637,000 have 
been appropriated by the state 
to provide $1,000 awar~ to 500 
outstanding teachers. Parker 
said Thursday. The instruetors 
will also receive thr,ee days of 
release-time to share their 
skills, with colleagues, Parker 
.!!!~ . 
The remaining funds will be 
used to reimbur:s,,; schOOl 
di!Sbicts for salaries of sut>-
atitute teachers used during this 
tim~. 
Parker said. master teachers 
Jamel! Parker 
will UIk~ the release-time <u give 
demonstration lessons, lec-
tures, or to observe other in-
structors and help make 
evaluations and suggestions. 
The awards win be issued to 
instructors at elementary, 
middle and senior high school 
levels, Parker said. 
"W ~ will have 500 excellent 
rol~n,odels to look at. We'll be 
able to see what is being done by 
these people," he said. "It may 
help us to prepare other in-
structors in the future." 
Parker said the committee 
will not study merit pay. 
"Our charge at tms time is to 
advise the Illinois State Board 
of Education on a system to 
identify a,d honor master 
teachers," he said. 
The committee met for the 
fIrst time Wednesday, Parker 
said, anti discussed possible 
criteria for determining 
teachir:g ability. 
Parker said he could not 
See PARKER. Page 7 
Sonrlt says $2 fee increase 
won't serve 'llseful purpose' 
By Bruce Kirkbam 
Staff Writer 
President Albert Somit told 
the Student S\;aate Wednesday 
night that he thinks a $2 in-
Cl'l'ase in the student athletic 
fee will not be enough ro offset 
the loss of ~ caused by 
decreasing student 
enrollments. 
"The athletics programs face 
very serious budgetary 
problems next year," he said. 
"A $2 dollar lee increase is not 
going to serve a very useful 
purpos.~ because the problem is 
too bi". I see no reason to bother 
. stuOOnts with a $2 fee increase 
that is not going to help the 
situat'on very much." 
The athletics budget is facing 
an estimated $100,000 decline in 
available money because of a 
projected steady decline ill 
student enrollment, said Tom 
Busch of the president's office. 
This projection comes from the 
decrease of the number or It;gh 
seiJooI graduates, he said. 
Bruce Swinburne, vice 
president for student affairs, 
said Thurnday that his offIce is 
eoosidering a pcssible $5 in-
,~ in the athletic. fee. Two 
dollanl of that increase would 
go into a repair, Dlodemizatiun 
and maintenance funti for SIU-C 
athletic facilities. The 
remaining $3 would be used to 
offset the defIcit caused by 
declining enrollments. 
Somit also informed the 
senate that the Bracy Building 
t=~~i th~~d::~S::~i~ ~ 
is now under tlJe jurisdictior! or 
the Capital DeveJopmt'nt 
Board. . 
In Ilther business, the senate 
passed two funding bills for 
ann:::.l USO projects. The fIrst 
bill allocates $2,025 for the third 
annual USO Book Co-op, which 
will be held u... first week of the 
spring semester. 
Students can sell their text-
books through the book co-op at 
a price they determine them-
selves. After the book is sold, 
the student receives the money 
from the sale, less a small 
handling fee. 
The book C(H)f) also provides 
an ouUet where students can 
buy textbooks at reduced prices 
because of the small markup 
over the price ap!'eed upon by 
the seller. 
The book co-op is a non-profit 
operation offered as a service ~ 
students, according to Bill 
f'lll1er, USO co-chief of staff. 
During last year's book co-op, 
the USO lost about $700, he said. 
The senate also approved 
$2,078 for the Carbor,dale Clean-
up Day, to be hek' Oct. 22 at 
Turley Park. 
Clean-up Day coordinator 
Curtis McDaniel said the city is 
provimng garbage bags and 
truck& ior the event. Seven,Up, 
WT:iO and Tipton's Appliance 
Center are prOviding refresh-
ments, entertainment and 
prizes for participant!,;. 
Gas says Utey oUght to make a 
sporting deal of the athletks fee 
...:.. a dollar more for "f!rY game 
the foo&bli1U Salakis wiD, and two, hau. off for every ODe ., 
. 1Gee. .," 
Buzbee, Johns will veto 
cOlnpact if not amended 
Staff Photo by Joim Schrag 
David Christiaasea, professor of geography, lestlftes al nuclear 
waste dis)JQ8al hearin-.:s iD Marloa. 
p,~" "aren Torry 
stalf Writer 
The Illinois Senate shouldn't 
ratify the Midwest Interstate 
Low-Level Radioa.:tive Waste 
Compact as currently written, 
about a dozen citizens told a 
senate committee public 
hea .... ing Thursday in Mario:'. 
Illinois should not become a 
dumping ground for radioactive 
waste from other states, several 
people told members of the 
Senate Agriculture, Con-
servation and Energy Com-
mittee, including State Sens. 
Kenneth Buzbee and Gene 
Johns. 
The Midwest Compact would 
estabii::h a commission, con-
sisting of one representative 
from each state, which would 
choose disposal sitt>s for low-
levE'1 r2'dioactive waste 
generated within the 11 to 14 
state region. Illinois, the fourth 
largest generator of nuclear 
waste in the nation, is con-
sider'~ the mos. likely choi:!e to 
host a dump site. 
Ratifying the compact as 
written is "equivalent to signing 
a blank check," said Kathleen 
Kusick or Illinois South Project, 
noting that the compact levies 
full financial liability for the 
dump site on the host state. 
Kusick encouraged tht~ 
committee to amend the 
compact to require aU states to 
equally share the responsibility 
and cost of operating and 
maintaining the site and of 
making remedial repairs in 
case of accident (>r leakage. 
The compact should mandate 
that the site operator ~ase 
'tho? maximum liability in-
surance and set up a fund from 
fees cbloo .. ged to waste 
~etrerators to pay for damage in 
case of an emergency, Kusick 
said. 
Kusick said fees ~harged to 
waste generators should be 
.~!d 00 wlume and level of 
toxicity. not just on volume, "as 
the compact is now written. And 
the compact should be rewritten 
!~~~!cI~~~a~~~~1~~~t:~:! 
be aUowed, she said, adding 
that five of six shallow landfills 
in the United States are now 
leaking. 
Kusick and others giving 
testimony complained that the 
regional management plaf', 
which would determine where 
sites are located, what type of 
storage is used and how the site 
is operated, is not included ill 
the cornpact. According to the 
current compact, the 
management plan would be 
worked out by the commission 
after the compact is ratified. 
Kusick urgE>d that the com-
pact be amendul to include the 
management plan or to require 
that the plan be .1pproved by the 
General Assembly. 
Myra Wood Bennett of the 
Save Our Shawnee Committee 
said that if lliinois hosts a dump 
site, it probably would be 
located in Southern lllinois, 
although L'le region may not be 
an appropriate l()('.ation. 
Bennett claimed there is a 
trend toward locating sites in 
areas which are poor, sparsely 
'populated and have a weak 
political structure. But 
Southern IDinois, with its ex-
tensive farming and mining 
~!1d, high water table and 
fractured bedrock, is a poor 
choice to store radioactive 
waste. she saM. 
Both Bennett and David 
Christiansen; SIU-C geography 
professor. relaTed to recent 
predictions that Southern 
Illinois will suffer a major 
earthquake within the next 
decade. 
Christiansen urged the 
committee to "go back to step 
one" and develop a new com-
pac'~ .He argued tbat the federal 
go\" ernmer.t" "bad handed 
rf'.sponsibility for lOW-leVel 
See HEARING, Page :I 
Marcos tells soldiers toi ~ho'ot -
MANILA CAP) - President 
Ferdinand E. Marcos on 
Thursday ordered soldiers to 
shoot protesters if necessary 
and tbreat~ned widespread 
arrests in a new military crack-
down. But the opposition 
toughened and warned it might 
launch a nationwide sit-down to 
drive him from office. 
Marcos spoke on nationwide 
teievision a liqy after foor 
security men and seven 
civilians were killed and 200 
other people injured in the 
worst anti-government rioting 
in his IS-year rule_ He blamed 
the bloodshed on foes loyal to 
assassinated opposition leader 
BeniliUlo Aauino. 
Marcos told ~ Ne~h~:98w 
no reason to reimpose martial acti;"!sts have destroyed, 
law "just now," but implied in maimed, killed, I am now in the 
his nationwide address that he process of consulting wi&. the 
might use some of his arrest military establishment 
powers - retained from eight regarding this policy. We may 
years of martial law between have to return the arms of our 
1972 to 1981. The powers enable military personnel and I'm 
him to jail anyone he considers ordering them to defend 
a danger to the nation. themselves with these guns." 
"I warn the opposition - do Opposition leaders said they 
not force my hand, do not were not intimidated by Mar-
compel me to extremes that yoo cos' threats and would continue 
already know of," Marcos the drive to run him out of office 
dedared. He added that he was with a possible nationwide "sit-
reversing an order that anti·riot down and do-nothing" protest. 
troops remain unarmed and Marcos' latest troubles began 
observe "maximum tolerance" with the Aug. 21 assassination of 
with protesters. Aquino as the opposition leader 
"H~nceforth • ..ye ~ill be arrived from voluntary U.S, 
fll1Tl, Marcos saId. ... now exile. The opposition accused 
_ that the opposition radicals and Marcos of mllrrleri~ Aquin\). 
Rail project allocation returned 
By Patrick WUUams 
Staff Writer 
"Fighting money" totaling 
$3.85 million, gathered fro~ 
savings in the first year of the 
Carbondale rail relocation 
project, has been reallocated 
back into the project by thE: 
Federal Highway Ad-
ministration. 
''This funding is very im-
portant at this time to maintain 
the projects continuity," said 
Eldon Gosnell, director of the 
city's railroad relocation unit. 
'the money will be used to 
con~plete the fmal design work 
on me railway depression, the 
fourth phase of the prO]eCl;8 
two-mile l~, 72-foot wide ditch 
to run trams through car-
bondale 30 feet below ground. 
level. Completing the design 
work will take two years. 
The excess money, part of a 
$21.3 million grant For the first 
phase, was the result of design 
changes and construction bids 
lower than original estimates. 
The total cost underun was $5.7 
million. 
Gosneil said tile unit had been 
trying for "the past several 
mlR'ths" to f~et the full amount 
reallocated back into the 
project. Tr,~nsferring the 
money was an adminis1@tive_ 
decision by the FHA, 
congressional approval was not 
needed, 
Part of the underun came 
~------ ...... 
from overestimates in con-
struction costs for the U.S. 51-
Murphysboro District "Y" 
Overpass and a Trailer on 
Flatcar Facility. The bid for the 
project, made by E. T. Simonds 
Consi:ruction Co. of carbondale, 
'vas $365,016 less than the of-
i~"ial estimate of nearly $5 
milii~ Construction of the 
overpass has already begun. 
The tol'll cost for the entire 
project is $89.369 million. 
Ninety-five percent of that, or 
$84.901 million, is to be funded 
by the federal government. 
With the additional money 
reallocated Wednesday, tile 
remaining share to eome from 
the Highway Administration is 
about $60 n'lillion. 
---Wews Roundup--.-. 
Desegregation funding expected 
WASHINGTON CAP) -Chances are good that Chicago will 
get $:/AI million in the rlScal year starting Oct. 1 to help pay for 
school desegregation, U '). Rep, Sidney Yates said Thursday. 
Yate<., D-nl., made that prediction following House Ap-
propri4'Jons Committee action late Wednesday in which the 
funds were attached to an omnibus money measure. The panel 
took ~at action on a voice vote witlJ no opposition. 
French planes back Legionnaires 
BEIRUT CAP) - French warplanes bombed Druse and 
Palestinian batteries Thursday after artillery fire wounded 
four Foreign Legionnaires, and the Lebanese army fought off 
another Druse attack on Souk el-Gharb. 
The bombing run, which a Lebanese military 8()urce said 
involved eight Super Etendard jet fighters, was the first air 
=.bya member of the four-nation peacekeeping force in 
Doctor given heavy rape sentence 
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - A doctor charged with raping 21 
women and terrorizing nine others in the Columbus a.'"ea was 
convicted on 60 counts Thursday by a jury that rejected his 
insanity plea. , 
Dr. Edward Franklin Jackson Jr., a 39-year-old internist, 
could face 1,370 years in prison if given the maximum sen-
tence. However, Prosecutor Michael Miller said Jackson still 
would be eligible for parole in 94 y"'.ars, 
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• EVERYTHING FOR THE ATHLETE 
718 SOUTI-Illl.JNOIS 
457-6016 CARBONDALE 
UNIVERSITY MAll. 
457-6131 
6pk. cans 
~.~~ 12pk.btls. 
C·-~ Gordon's G: Vodka 
• Tanqueray 
~ I ~.Gn 
12 pk. cans 
Liter 
750 mI. 
$3.14 ~ 
$4.951
11 
$7.99i 
~~ Seagrams 7 750 ml. 
,~Crown 
;: Paul Masson 1.5"'" 
~Llebfraumllch 75Oml. 
/ _- _ By Jakob Demmer 
- . '~Trakla Wines 750 mI. $2.38 
-iCI (charclonnay, ~~rnet, merlot, 
"'Ii!;."' blanc cI. bla!"on) S W n.I' •• 'I~g 
s--' _ sa. turdayo, l-4p.llII. ~ ""'glo 750ml .2.62 
.~ 
.' - .' .. -" ....:., -. • .' ~~ - ~. - > - ;,.' ,~ 
Council to consider candidates 
By Paula J. Finlay 
Starr Writer 
Six city manager candidates 
willi>e interviewed Saturday by 
the Carbondale City Council. 
The council will hold a special 
formal meeting at 8 a.m. 
Saturday at the Holiday Inn for 
consideration of city manager 
candidates and is expected to 
vote immediately to go into an 
all-day executive session. 
It is "hi~y unlikely" that the 
council will announce a decision 
Saturday and the interviews 
could resume Sunday, City 
Clerk Janet Vaught said 
Thursday. 
The search for a new city 
manager was narrowed to ~ix 
candidates at a special meeting_ 
of the council Sept. 7. when Pimr 
Reaume, of Paul A. Reaume 
and Associates, a Chicago-
based consulting firm that took 
applications and conducted 
initial interviews for the 
manager's post, presented 
names Gf 10 possible managei'S. 
That list was narrowed to the 
six candidates to be interviewed 
Saturday. Names of the can-
didates have not been released 
since they are currently em-
ployed elsewhere. 
A nine-member advisory 
committee representing a 
"cross section of the com-
munity" will also attend 
Saturday's interviews and 
,make recommendations on the 
manager selection to the 
council. Steve Piltz, public 
HEARING from Page 1 
waste dispo.sal to the states of the facility, not "20 years ~r 
without providing the long," as written now, saId 
technology and financial Jaspers. He also recommended 
resources for them to do it. that the compact forbid burial 
"The states simply do not of liquid waste. 
have the financial resources, 'Jaspers further suggested 
even in groups, to deal with tile that hydrocarbon waste, often 
unknowns," said Christiansen. responsible for leakage of 
Gerhardt Jaspers, SIU·C radioactive material, be bur-
radiation safety officer, toid the ned. 
committee he supports a Both Buzbee and Johns said 
compact. they would reject the curre~t 
The compact should state that compact if it came up for vote to 
a state wil1 host a site for the life the General Assembly's veto 
Bike Hike To 
Pomona General Store 
1'3 Miles each way 
Leave the Student Center at 9:30a.m. 
this Saturday, September 24 
Return the same day 
,to *FREE*' 
't:t Sponsored by SPC Travel & Recreation 
W.'r. mow'" out all our UHCI cars. w. won't 
........ any reasonabl. offer. So com. In now, 
today. Mak. us an offer. 
Ecomonv Cars 
1982 Chevrolet Citation 
... spd •• 4cy1.. Charcoal. 
1981 ChevroietCheveHe 
Scoater. "'spd •• 4cy1.. Red. 
1981 Cheverolet CheveHe 
Auto; AlC. Ok. Green. 
1978 Buick Skylark 
6cy1.. Auto. A/C.lt. Blue 
1981 Chevarlet Caprice 
Di ... I, Auto. AlC. Full 
. POWttr. 
FamUyCars 
1980 Caprice Wagon 
Auto •• A/C. Lt. Brown 
1980 Impala Wagon 
9 passenger. Auto. AlC. 
1979 POIltiac Gran Prix SJ 
All the buftons.lt. Blu •. 
Convertibles!! 
1978 Porsi'i4t 910t 
Targa Roof. Extra Cleon 
1978 Triumph Spitflr • 
Silv ... · 
1973MG8 
60.000 mil ... Blue. 
information officer said. 
The council is looking for an 
experienced manager with 
strong fiscal management skills 
and the ability to administer 
social service programs, liC-
cording to a profile for the city 
manager compiled in June by 
Reaume through interviews 
with city council members, city 
employees and advisory 
committee members. 
Reaume's company directly 
in~ted over 30 people to apply 
for the job, reviewed 
background information of 125 
and received 69 formal ap-
plications in response to an 
advertisement placed in a city 
manager newsletter. 
session in October. 
Buzbee said he favors writing 
the regional management plan 
in to the compa'!t or requiring 
its approval by me . legislature 
and oppos~ liability clauses 
which he said do not protect the 
host state. 
Buzbee said a decision on the 
compact should not be rushed 
because of a federal law which 
hands the burden of low-level 
waste disposal over to the states 
on Jan. 1, 1986. 
After the meal at Shiloh 
Baptist Church, Jackson asked 
his audience of about 100 people 
for contributions "to keep 
PUSH functioning, to keep it 
doing what it is doing." 
He asked for pledges totaling 
$'11,000, but the group came up 
with about $13,000 in 15 minutes. 
"It costs to get free. Freedom 
is not free. One reason we can 
talk the way we talk and walk 
the way we walk is because you 
have been good enough to keep 
our movement independent," 
he said. 
Jackson, who recently 
returned from a visit to Europe, 
called on President Reagan to 
intervene personallv in the 
strategic arms reduction talks 
(START) with the Soviet Union 
in Geneva. 
"I am convinced that 
negotiations will not succeed 
unless Mr. Reagan personally 
intervenes," he said. 
"The Europeans feel our 
country is insensitive to their 
Survival options," he added. 
"They have reason to believe 
that if Mr. Reagan uses his 
considerable communication 
skills, they (the talks) would 
have a chance of succeeding." 
Congressmen want Watt's resignation 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
James Watt begged PreSident 
Reagan's foregiveness Thur-
sday for his "extraordinarily 
unfair" remarks, but six 
Republican senators said the 
interior secretary deserved his 
walking papers instead. One 
said Watt had produced "a 
panorama, not of error, but of 
bigotry and hate." 
Though Watt apologized anew 
for his remark Wednesday 
about "a black ... a woman, two 
Jews and a cripple" on an 
advisory commission, he suf-
fered the worst assault yet from 
members of his own party. 
Democrats, long critical of 
the secretary, joined the outcry 
in both the Senate and House for 
his resignation. 
Six GOP senators called 
directly for Watt's resignation. 
And two others, key committee 
chairmen Robert Dole of 
Kansas and Pete V. Domenici of 
New Mexico, stopped just short 
of demanding his ouster. 
"To me it's gone on long 
enough," said Dole, a disabled 
war veteran. He said "there 
may be an alternative" to 
Watt's departure, "but I'm not 
sure what it is." 
Mr. Boston Schnapps. 
LooJt for Mr 8oslon 5 two new COOkt):>okS. trle C.ordlal Cootung GuFde and the Sptfltcd Dessert Guide 
75 Roc.elel~;~~!·~:=~~'rai!~ J.,tv;."t r:a;.::~~ -. 10019 
.. _Se_ ... 60_IOO-"""""-'.,y .... B-,.;O:'_·~~.~. '.~ 
DIi!r~ 
Opinion & Gommentary 
The new Halloween 
FALL IS IN TIlE AIR. And with its cooler weather comes 
thoughts of Halloween. 
The Carbondale City Council has been thinking about Halloween 
all summer - thinking constructively. In the past the cit! has 
grimaced through Halloween weekend, trying to keep the revelry in 
some semblanc~ of order and sweeping up the trash afterwards. But 
DOW city offiClaIs have decided to capitalize on the thousands who 
descend on C9.rbondale at the end of every October, and, in the 
process, to have a better party . 
. A NUMBER OF WISE MOVES and much-needed changes have 
been added to the celebration. But with changes comes the 
possibility of more and different problems. 
For one, the expansion of the party means more drunks wan-
dering in a wider area. Now that the city is sanctioning the event, 
who will be liable for accidents? And how is the city going to handle 
U.S. 51 traffic now that lliiDOis Avenue is going to be blocked off 
from Grand to Walnut? Will there be enough police protection to 
control crowds .:m the Strip and still handle any problems 
developing around Grand and the new beer booths? Who is 
responsible for controlling underage drinkers at the beer booths? 
What about all the extra pedestrian traffic crossing the Illinois 
Central Gulf railroad tracks at unofficial shortcuts in the middle of 
the night? 
ONE STEP TIlE CITY has taken in the right direction !!I to obtain 
pOl"table toilets. The 12 johns are needed to rnlieve some I)f the 
strain on Strip businesJes and some of the stains ..,n their out<ade 
walls, but are 12 enough for a crowd of about 10,000 drinkers? 
Overcrowding, crime and accidents are ongoing problems with 
the Halloween celebration. The new look of Halloween, dubbed 
"City Fair Days," ]lromises to expand and enhance the party. But 
an expanded part.y means expanded problems, not all of which can 
be anticipated. You can't iron out the wrinkles until they appear. 
"City Fair Days" is a noble experiment. Students may gripe that 
the city cares only about their money. That may be true, but at least 
it is willing to help us have a great party. We should appreciate the 
effort and have a good time. 
Airliner editorial way off base 
The recent editorial on the 
Korean airliner incident was 
way off base and backed with 
only a few misleading facts. The 
editorial attacked the con-
servatives, which is a norm for 
the liberal media. A simple 
survey of Americans, both 
conservative and liberal, would 
lead to the same general con-
clusion that tlie Soviets per-
formed an incomprehensible, 
inhumane and barbaric act on 
humanity and the civilized 
world. 
One reason for the rhetoric is 
to inform the American people 
just what a communist societj 
IS all about. Human rights are 
practically u.'1heard of to the 
people wbo suffer under 
communism. 
The American people would 
like to go beyond the rhetoric 
and have more action taken 
again!!t the Soviets. Send the 
KGB al(ents back to where they 
belong, stop selling the Soviets 
our tech .. ,ology, and cut off the 
loans. Th€se are just a few 
examples of wh .. t can be done. 
And nowhere in the above ac-
tions is there any mention of 
war. 
As far as the arms control 
talks, the Soviets recentiy said 
they would not reduce. Em-
bedded in their secretive wav of 
life they never will, for their 
ultimate goal is to control the 
world. 
The American people must 
wake up and realize the cold, 
hard facts. It's a shame that 
freedom of the press and the 
people'~ right to know is th-
warted by the liberal media. -
Cathy DysUn, Senior. Public 
Relations. 
----~ffe5----------~­
Times are not tough allover 
I would like to use this page I'!f 
the DE to openly apologize to 
former, current, and probably 
future students in courses that I 
teach. You see, I have con-
tinually lied to these students. 
When I was justifying the 
very poor quality of films I use 
regularly for instructional 
purposes, I explained how 
ample funds were not available 
to purchase new films; when I 
was justifying the lack of 
laboratory equipment that 
pr~vented some students from 
experiencing 'hands on' lear-
ning, I used such excuses as 
"times are tough aU over" and 
"the department simply cannot 
afford such purchases at 
present"; when 1 discussed the 
rising costs of required text-
books and study guides, I ex-
plained that in these in-
f1ationary times we're all 
making sacrifices. 
Yes, in each of these in-
stances I lied because it is 
clearly evident in witness of the 
recent salary increases of the 
"top" administrators at SIUC 
that funds are available, times 
aren't tough all over, and we're 
not aU making sacrifices. Are 
these administrators doin~ such 
a good job of "managing' SIU-
C that they deserve two to three 
times the financial rewards of 
profer .drs? 
no~~:~~:n:e b::ef[~~rg~~ 
rewards to the SIU-C ad-
ministrators. You can now 
express with pride how the SIU-
C administrators are almost 
even with their cohorts at other 
universities. These raises will 
also result in their being better 
administrators - their egos 
resupplied for another year -
and you'll see major ad-
vancements in the SIL-C 
educational system. . 
Think of these benefits the 
next time you pay your tuition 
and fees, view a poor quality 
film, team-share laboratory 
equipment, and purchase your 
textbooks. Also think of those 
faculty at SIU-C who naven't 
received any signific?nt "pat-
on-the-rump" in years. Perhaps 
then you can understand why 
these classroom educators 
aren't as enthusiastic about 
your education as you think 
they should be . After all, we are 
performing at the level that the 
administration thinks we are 
worth. G.L. "Jerry" 
Reynolds. Instructor. 
Geography. 
Give a home to man's best friend 
Dogs, for years dubbed 
"man's best friend," serve as 
laving companions in over haH 
the nation's households. Yet 
despite their status as 
America's favorite pet, T.he 
American Humane Association 
reports that more than 13 
million dogs are left homele;;s 
each year and must be taken in 
by animal shelters. We at the 
Humane Society of Southern 
Illinois have noted a growing 
number of homelesS, stray ana 
abandoned dogs in recent years. 
Our shelter handled over 6,000 
animals last year. 
As one of the more than 750 
humane organizations taking 
part in the national Adopt-A-
Dog campaign throughout 
October, we hope to change 
those statistics. The program, 
sponsored by DogIovers Farm 
for The American Humane 
Association, is designed to 
encourage the dog-loving public 
to adopt their pets from shelters 
and to promote responsible pet 
care. 
if you could provide a lOving 
home for a dog, please visit our 
shelter during Adopt-A-Dog 
Month. - Cynthia Nelson, 
Shelter Director, Humane 
Society of SoUthf;TD Illinois. 
Carbondale. 
Herrmann had Sox pegged from the start 
ANDREW HERRMANN was 
DOt the best-liked columnist 
ever to graCt' this page. but he 
certainly was one of the most 
highly read - and def'mitely one 
of the most volatile. 
Andrew was not a champion 
of subtlety or understatement. 
No DE columnist before or 
since bas bad Andrew's touch 
for angering Bi~ Ten univer-
sities. admmistrat"lrs, 
politicians or public television 
stations. 
He is perhaps best remem-
bered for prompting an in-
credible (take heed, John 
Davidson) stream of letters 
when he placed University of 
Illinois students in a category of 
"oozing arrogance. II Andrew 
remained steadfast in his 
conviction that everybody from 
the U of I was a jerk. though he 
took substantial heat for it. 
Jay 
Small 
• Editorial Pll~e Editor 
in the Sangamon State 
University public affairs 
reporting program - his vin-
dication may fmally be at hand. 
Andrew was, and I guess still 
is, a White Sox fan. He made 
that - and his belief that the 
Sox would go all the way this 
year - vehemently clear in a 
HE TOOK HEAT from sports column awc!8ring on this page 
fans for another Of'inion Of his, April 4,. befnre the start of the 
as weU. But on tJu,:! count - basebau season. At the same 
though Andrew is DOW off in time, he bad some less-than-
Springfielo pursuing legitimacy complimentary words for the 
Page'4. I1ai1y Egyptian," lil!rtetiitier:fS:. 11183-
i 
Cardinals and Cubs and their 
fans. 
"Sox fans don't want you 
people, got it? It's just too bad 
that the Cardinals and CUbs are 
losers, but you'll just have to 
face it. You can knock my cap 
off my head. but you just can't 
knock the White Sox out of the 
race this year." 
BOY. DID that stir 'em up 
around campus. A frenzied, 
angry lliethora of letter-writers 
jumped on the "how dare you 
poke at the Cardinals and Cubs 
and their fans" bandwagon. 
This proves the Small Sports-
Minded Columnist's Rule: You 
can write that. we ought to nuke 
Budapest or withdraw our 
troops from Pearl Harbor and 
DOt get a single letter. But when 
you start writing about 
basebaU, stand back and watch 
the fIreWorks. 
One respondent, in his 
outrage, wrote, "I would tell 
you to get the foot out of your 
mouth, Andrew, OOt I'm afraid 
that's not poodlble. By the end of 
this season. it will be crammed 
down past your jealous heart 
right into your empty stomach. 
Empty because you and the Sox 
fans are hungry for a series that 
you aren't going to see." 
THAT REMAINS to be seen_ 
But there's more. 
Another letter-writer said, 
"Let's get realistic here! How 
~ldous:~~!:u!efi~ ~x~t! 
on it? ... ActuaUy,I wish the Sox 
aU the luck in the world. There's 
nobody else I would like to see 
lose to the Cardinals in the 1983 
World Series." 
Now don't you folks feel a 
little sheepish? 
Look at :hose world champion 
Cards this year -- they'd need a 
prayer and 7o-mph tail winds to 
win tlY.:ir division, let alone 
make it to the Series.· 
Ar.d how 'bout those CUbs? 
The !lther night, Johnny Carson 
summw it up by revealing their 
Magie Num~: 1,100. 
NOW LOOK at the White Sox. 
They are so far out in front that 
the rest of the American League 
West is just a rumor. They can't 
lose for winning. Even if An-
drew is proven wrong about the 
Sox' takmg it all, he was at least 
far closer to the reality of 
baseball in 1983 than those who 
repudiated him in letters. 
Perhaps Andrew was a bit too 
abrasive, though. Calling 
Kenilworth and Wilmette 
residents - exem~lary CUb 
fans - "rich s.o.b.'s ' might've 
been laying it on a bit too thick. 
And there are those who would 
debate his belief that the 
Cardinals' success in 1982 was 
"miraculous. II 
But that's Baseball According 
to Herrmann - you can say 
what you want. but it's a better-
than-fair chance that he was 
right in this instance, too - at 
least about ~ Cardinals. 
I'd better save judgment on 
the other charge. I've never 
been to Kenilworth or Wilmette. 
---GJbcus~---------
Education college facing '80s issues 
When the National Com-
mission on Excellence in 
Education and The Carnegie 
Foundation came out with 
reports on the failing public 
education system_in America, 
the College of Education wasn't 
taken by surprise. 
Both reports called for a 
restructure of gublic school 
curricula an revealed 
frightening statistics about 
illiterate high school graduates 
- 13 percent of all 17-year-olds 
were found to be functionally 
illiterate. 
Much of the blame for 
uneducated teens was placed on 
a lack of basic courses in math, 
science, and English. The 
quality of teachers was also 
blamed and concern was raised 
over the lack of "bright" 
students enrolling in colleges of 
education. But the problem of 
producing qualified teachers 
was a concern of SIU-C's 
College of Education long 
before such reports came out. 
"I THINK IT'S very fair to 
say 'yes,' we are addressing the 
issue, we were addressing the 
issue before these reports 
.started coming in." said Donald 
Beggs, dean of the College, of 
Education. 
Two ad hoc committees are 
addressing two issues that have 
been cited as important ;,>teps in 
improving the quality of new 
teachers - admission criteria 
and core curricula in teacher 
education. Each committee is 
made up of a matne.maticiari. 
Storys by 
Terry Levecke 
Photos by 
Scott Shaw 
English and psychology 
prof!ls~g!"s ,and a teacher 
eaucation professor. The 
committee on admissions is 
expected to give its report to 
Beggs within two months. 
"I anticipat.:, higher ex-
pectations for the grade point 
average, requirement and a 
more serious look at academic 
background," Beggs said. 
"There are a number of ways 
people can get a GPA." The 
college will be looking to set! 
how many years of English, 
math, science and social studies 
the student has had. 
"A teacher has to be able to 
communicate with students," 
Beggs said. "A new set of 
academic requirements would 
stress a strong English 
background, along with math 
and science." 
TOUGHENING ADMISSION 
standards may bar some 
otudents from attending this 
",...,llege, Associate Dean Nancy 
Quisenberry said. 
"I think there would be 10 
percent of our students who 
would not be admissible, but at 
schools where this has been 
done before, after a short period 
there was a group of students 
who came beCause of the higher 
standards, so one outweighs the 
other," she said. 
The commitee on admissions 
has also been reviewing ad· 
mission tests, but they are an 
instrument of questionable 
validity, Beggs said. Instead of 
making students take a test, 
looking at their academic 
background would be more 
h";pfcl in evaluating students, 
he said. 
The report by the National 
Commission on Excellence in 
Education charged that ihe 
"brighter students" are not 
attracted to education. At sm-c 
the average GPA for 
graduating seniors from the 
College of Education has held 
slady at the 3.1 to 3.4 range the 
past five years. The average 
GPA for all graduating seniors 
has ranged from 2.95 to 2.98 in 
that same time period, ac-
cording to Admissions and 
Recc.ds. 
". THINK IT'S fair to say that 
we're willing to cC,\ntinue to 
recruit the quality type students 
we recruit now," Beggs said. "I 
think we are attracting quality 
students now in the diSCiplines 
they are wiUing to teach." 
The na~onal reoorts were 
based on freshmen entering 
education, Beggs said. "How 
many times does the average 
student change his or her 
major?" 
Hans Jellen, assistant 
professor in educational 
leadership, says he sees a 
discrepancy in the abilities of 
students here more than other 
institutions he has taught at. 
"My studentf;, are either 
exceptionally good or el{hibit a 
really poor performailce," he 
said. 
THE CURRICULUM com-
mittee is studying the current 
strudure in teacher education, 
Beggs said. Twenty-four hours 
are required in the current 
teacher education core - 12 of 
which are used in student 
teaching. There are three other 
req'uired courses. with one 
course open as an elective. 
"I've asked the committee to 
study selections to see if there 
are too many choices - I 
believe that's going to occur." 
Before students walk into the 
classroom to do their practice 
teaching. they are required by 
the state to put in 100 clock 
hours in the classroom, ob-
serving and participaling. 
"This helps students find out 
if they want to be in the 
classroom, and that enhances 
the probablity of having better 
teachers." Beggs said. "The 
more variety the student is 
exposed to, the better the 
chances for a better teacher." 
IN THE RECENT discussion 
of education, the question of the 
necessity for teacher cer-' 
tification in secondary 
education has surfaced. Some 
say that if a person is an expert 
See ISSUES. Page 6 
Donald Beggs 
• ... we are 
addressing the issue.' 
Naney Quisenberry 
Public schools tackle diverse problems 
.a. 
'There is more to teaebing 
than knowing &he subjeet . ' 
Improving the quality of 
teachers is just one of the 
problems in the public schools. 
Both The National Com-
mission on Excellence in 
Education and the carnegie 
Foundation recommended a 
restructure of high school 
curricula, returning to an 
emphasis on the basics. But 
each group had its own ideas 
about what the basics are. _ 
The Carnegie Foundation 
emphasized the need for more 
study of English and a move 
away {rom categorizing 
students by vocational, 
academic or general education 
courses. NCEE wants an em-
phasis strictly on the fun-
damentals - English, math, 
science, social studies and 
computer science. 
"What the issue is, is what are 
the basic skills? I think it's fair 
to say all special interest groups . 
are not going to be satisfied with 
the same definition," said 
Donald Beggs, dean of the 
College of Education. "I view 
that all students should have 
four years of English and two 
years of math and science." 
There are many different 
opinions on how to restructure 
the public education system, 
but the consensus is a return to 
the basics. 
"What wr! want in education 
is a reflection of society," 
Beggs said. "Now that we've 
got the programs to keer. 
students interested in schoo, 
we're asked if we should keep 
these programs.~' 
Nancy Quisenberry, associate 
dean of the College of 
Education, said, -'There are.a 
number of core classes that 
nee:«i to be required, par-
ticularly for college oriented 
students. But I think there are a 
number of 'frills' classes, like 
m:JSic and speech, that enhance 
students' talents. I would' not 
want to see them eliminated, 
which means the recom-
mendation of longer school days 
and years would be needed." 
A Gallup poll published in the 
September 1983 issue of the Phi 
Delta Kappan, professional 
education magazine, indicated 
that the general public sees a 
need' to return to basic 
education too. 
Conclusions drawn from the 
poll results indicated that the 
American public would require 
high school courses in 
mathematics and Engl~sh, 
regardless of whether· students 
went on to college. Those 
college-oriented students should 
be required to take courses in 
history, U.S. government, 
science, business and foreign 
language. 
For those who plan to end 
their education with high 
school, the public thought 
vocational training, business, 
history and U.S. government, 
and science should be required. 
Edward Sasse, a professor in 
educational leadership, sees the 
problems of public education as 
being much deeper than re-
focusing {In basic skills courses. 
"We have had the same 
public education system for the 
past 125 years. The system itself 
IS failing," Sasse said. "The 
real· cleavage' is between the 
instructional staff and the 
administrative staffs at 
schools." 
Sasse said most ad-
ministrators cannot possibly 
evaluate all programs in a high 
school system effectively 
because they do not have the 
training. Teacher!' are held 
responsible for the learning 
process but have no control over 
it, he said. 
"We take outstanding 
teachers, give them 32 hours in 
administrative management 
:~~I~et~ th:fi a~o::=t~n~ 
teachers," Sasse said. "The 
problem is trying to incorporate 
a bureaucratic model into a 
professional organization. We 
have to zero in on what positive 
changes can be made in the 
classroom." 
Sasse said new leadership 
styles should be established in 
school administration. "We had 
better discover behavioral 
sciences," he said. 
The Carnegie Foundation also 
recommended that high school 
students be required to devote 
no less than 30 hours a year to 
community service work to 
urge youths to "be given op-
portunites to reach beyond 
themselves." Community work 
could" involve tutoring younger 
students and volunteer work in 
day care centers and nursing 
~mes. 
Thp. problem with that 
suggestion, Beggs said, is ~o 
determine whether community 
work should be an add-on to 
curriculum or replaee other 
courses_ 
Hans Jellen 
Sees a diserepancy 
in sludent abilities. 
Edward Sasse 
'The system itself 
is failing.' 
( ~~~:~~J~~ .. ~'l~'l~~~~;.", 
\ 
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~~c~.J::c:~: ~el:a:. or she 
"I don't think anyone should 
be allowed to teach without the 
basic preparation of being a 
good teacher. There is more to 
teaching than knowing the 
subject," Quisenberry !l8id. 
At SIU~ and most college 
campuses, professors have to 
obtam an advanced df'.gree in 
their field of study, but no 
courses on teacbing are 
required bElore they walk into 
~ classroom. 
"I think it's a shame that a 
faculty member ~JeSD't take 
adv8l1tage of the fact that we 
have instructional designers 
who can help us with every 
phase of instruction, including 
evaulation. That's not 
something that's offered at 
most colleg campuses," 
Quisenberry said. 
BEGGS AGREED THAT 
certification is vital to good 
teaching. "What we need are 
math and science teachers, not 
mathematicians and scientists. 
The end product is not Ixtw 
smart the Instruettlr is but bow 
much learning is taking place 
with students," he said. 
Jellen did ha~'e some 
criticism on the curriculum 
offered in the College of 
Education. 
"I think we are overem-
phasizing mt'thodology at the 
expense of content. Stuoonts 
should have training in logical 
thinking, communication and 
problem solving skills," he said. 
According to Quisenberry, the 
curriculum is constantly under 
review. "I believe we should 
always be looking at what we're 
doing. We get feedback from 
graduates about what we 
should've done and find out how 
we can do the job better. Times 
and people change, so our 
courses must cliange with 
them," she said. 
INCREASED PAY TO attract 
and maintain good teachers in 
the profession is one thing that 
every organization and 
authority has agret:d is vital. 
Merit pay is one of the proposals 
that many favor. But how it 
should be implemented is the 
problem. 
"I find it difficult to comment 
on merit pay," Quisenberry 
said. "there has to be dermite 
criteria in determining merit 
and enough money to award all 
those who are mentous. If 
there's onlf an extra $5,000 to 
distribute m a district, that's 
not going to be enou gil to en-
courage people to go into fields 
like mathemat:cs and 
engineering. " 
The amount vi overall in-
creases in teachs-'s salaries 
should be enough to· be. com-
petitive with proiessionals in 
. similar areas, Beggs and 
Quisenberry said; But· more 
~~~ th~f:~ul~~~m:WC:~ 
another big unanswered 
qu~bon. 
Quisenberry I.hinks the money 
should come from the state 
level. The federal government 
is too fOlr removed to determine 
local teacher's salaries, she 
said. 
"I think the state can't leave 
it up to local government. In 
Oregon a school system closed 
because citizens couldn't pay 
the taxes. The students were 
sent home and the teachers put 
on furlough. That can't go on," 
she said. 
"If there's going to be an 
increase, the doHars have to be 
generated from citizens," 
Beggs said. "u the public 
doesn't support that, it isn't 
going to happen." 
SIP( "VIDEO 
Tonight & 
Saturday 
7:30pm 
'1.00 
Ride the olevaf 
to the 4th Floof 
Video Lounge 
Fri., 
Oct. 7 
8:00pm 
$10.00 
$8.50 
AC Films Presents 
MATINEE 
TODAY 
3pm$1.00 
TONIGHT & 
SATURDAY 
7&9pm 
$1.50 
STALK •• ' 
SUNDAY 7pm only $1.50 
Set in ~~"future, a Itranlle ~e1..eorite has.!ltruck Earth, 
creatinJ a Bermuda Triangle-like area knownu" the 
Zone.. Only special auides. known as Stalken, who have· 
~taIist powen are able tQpenetrare the Zone and lead 
illepl expeditions into its inrerior. 
JIerbert M~nhall, Profeaor Emeritus and Director of 
the Center for Soviet and East EUropean StudieS, will 
introduce the film with brief comments on contem-
porary Soviet Cinema. 
All Shows at the· 
Center Auditorium 
(IJ.~ 
., ~ Consorts Presents 
JAZZ GREAT 
DIZZY GILLESJ'IE 
hptember 28-8pm-Shryock Auditorium 
Tickets .9 & $10 Avallableat the Student 
Center Central Ticket OffIce 
No Cameras or Tope Recorders 
JOHN 
PRINE 
WITH SPECt4L GUEST 
STEVE 
QvODIVIAPJ 
Hear two of the m08t critically and 
popularly acclaimed singer-
!ongwriters of our time in the 
acoustical excellem:e of Shryock 
Auditorium! 
Bill 
IJIDICD 
·BI6T1ME 
BUMBLE 
Sat., Oct. 8, 8:00pm 
$8.50, 7.00, 6.00 
rI Shryock Au<litorium ~ Box ~ open Mon-FrI: 11:30 a.m. - 6.00 p.m. Mall and credit 
card phone orders, Mon - Frt: 
. 08:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. CaD (618) 
• ""> 453-3378. 
ThIs Celebrity ~ries production brinp 
to life the Iyr :opatcd cOmpolidons of 
Scott Joplin. alons ~ith the raltime 
rhythms of Eub!e Blake, Stravinsky and 
Debula,. all performed with areat Ityle 
and humor by this ll-member orchestra. 
I 
j 
PARKI!~R 
from Page 1 
comment on the committee's 
progress in determining 
cliteria yet. but said he expects 
completion oi the criteria 
selection by the middle of Oc-
tober. 
"I'm very pleased to be able 
to do this." he said. "I know 
there are many fine teachers in 
the State of Illinois and this is a 
way to honor them monetarily 
and to utilize their knowledge to 
help other teachers reach tht' 
same level of excellenc~." 
Parker was named chairman 
of the DeDartment of 
Educational Leadership in 1981. 
He joined the faculty in 1971 as 
assistant professor of educl'tion 
administration and education 
foundation. 
He is a member of the 
American Association of School 
Administrators, the American 
Educational Re5ear~h 
Association and the National 
Association of Secondary 
Principals. 
Other members of the 
committee include represen-
tatives from education-related 
organizations throughout the 
state, including the Illinois 
Education Association, the 
Illinois Fetleration of Teachers 
and the Illinoi!; Parent-Teacher 
Association. 
Five caught in drug bust 
Four SIU-C studentS· and a 
!'.lUrphysboro resident were 
arrested and charged with 
possession of marijuana early 
Thl1rsday, according to SIU-C 
Security. 
Police said the five were 
arre,;ted at 1:04 a.m. after an 
officer approached a van 
parked in the parking lot across 
from the Recreation Center and 
smelled the strong ooor of 
marijuana. 
Arrested were David B. 
Scola, 18, of Wright II. Anthony 
J. Terri. 13. Tod D. Himm, 18 
and Patrick T. Launius, 18. all 
three cf Schnei(fp .. 'rnwer and 
WED.·SUN. Prize GIveowCIyS 
DanAkroyd &.1!ddie Murphy 
in 
TRADING PLACES 
AND 
AIRPLANEIl 
Lobe .......... ahri"",. co1flon. and 
Souther Fried Chick... Din..... In 
the Conceulon .Iand. 
7:45,. 
911-1116 
Michael W. Bitner, 25, or 
Murphysboro. 
They were each charged with 
possession of over 3i) grams of 
marijuana and transported to 
Jackson County Jail. 
Bitner remained in jail 
Thursday afternoon under 
$.~.500 bond, as did the other four 
umler $1.500 bond each. 
SlUi'Piiiiwi SAnJRllA': ,S!.-~~--. ~._~_ • ..;J ~ 
William Hurt lr. 
<'BIG 
~ CHILL 
.~MR. 
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SlI'H:45, 3:.JJ. (!;:15 RHSl. 7:15. 9:15 
fin Evening With 
Monty Python·s 
G~AttAM 
C"APMAn 
I'M· TUESDAY OCT. 1 a 
SI1RYOCK AUDITORIUM 
TICKETS $5.50 & $7:00 
0" SALE ICT THE 
STUDE"TCE"TER(~~TRAL 
TICKET OFfiCE 
-NO CAMERAS OR TAPE RECORD 
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Davld"s fallter bo!.!&lbl him a 
~:,:: ~o~::er 1I!o1cNr' he's 
&ii,/" 
m _. 
FRI7:oo 9:15 
SAT" SUN 2:00 7:00 9:15 
::!!!JJL 
VY,l,~ON 
MGMIUA l!Y 
WIIKDAYS ,:00 7:15 9:3D 
SAT & SUN 2:30 5:00 7:15 9:30 
THE ADVENTURES 
OF A MODEL SON. 
K~ 
B~- .. """-&-- -
TOM CRUISE 
REBECCA DE MORNAY 
SHOWS DAILY 
1:103:105:15 7:15 9:2' 
Whot a feeling. 
~~hdM« 
It. PARAMOUNT ~ l!!J 
SHOWSI!AILY 
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:10 9:20 
Totally Awesome! 
San Fernando 
Introducing Shelly Rey 
Laurie Smith 
Rated® 
Abaolutety NO ONI under 1. admitted. 
I.D. requlrecl. 
SHOWS DAILY 
1:153:15 5:15 7:15 9:15 
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ALL-VOU-CAN-EAT --~ntertai!1me~ti{j~id,e.-.-.. -.. ---
HOLLY, Munday, bear C.R. AND CLASSIQUE provides tbe en- PANCAKE BREAKFAST 
GlTHER, Tuesday rock .. Itb tertainment. No co",~. eel b L 
UVE ENTERTAINMENT 
~~es the"'!::" ~dathy ... ~t,br°andNYXoi SPECTRA and Wednesday Hateo to sponsor y Knlgnts of Columbus 
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and reggae beats. Hugar.- THE KILLER BEES be heard. No COVel'. At the Newman Center 715 S. Washington 
Ble. ~Ulbe - Tbe1ve got DA =t~~~~::i!;~U~y ~=! T.J.'. Waterbl Hole _ En!oy Adulti - $2.50 Children - S 1.50 
BWOZE Friday an Saturday tunes. your favorite ba'Jdsin theawall bar, Group Rotes available - 549-8101, or 529.331' 
nights fill' $1 cover. via MTV. In tbe large !lar 1001, ~!:!!!!!~=!!!!!!!I! •••• ~~.~!II!!==~=~ PIDdI Peony Pab - The jazzed- formerly TAXI, late the stage on ~ _ 
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lounge Friday and Saturday nights. 
No cover. P.J.'s- Friday ard SatllTday -whll .. you· .a/t-aervlce-
nights, REEL TO hEEL play CONCERTS 
F!'ecI'I nuee Ban - WHISKEY country rock and rock 'n roD from 10 
KIVEll playa country mU'lic Friday p.m. to 3 a.m. COVei' is $2.50. 
~~D Sat:~b 1Ii~i:'. ~~~~~ 
THE FLESH'J'(jNES wiD appear 
in the Roman Room in the Student 
NATIONAL BAND. Both bands play 
from 8:30 to 12:30, fur $2.~ cover. 
Gatebv'lI - FOUR ON THE 
F'LClCR shifts into gear Friday 
. anernoon, playing your favorite 
roct&billf aDd vintage rock 'n roD 
tomes. ~nday Nipt, tbe D.J.'s from 
~:=-~~~~vmg:~A~ 
Di:h~i 'THE ~r.!.1:A ~;1~~~!~li Center 8 p.m. Saturday night for $4. 
play c:ountry and westem N')cover. BATrLE OF THE BANDS 
will take pla<;e at Williamson 
County Fairgrounds Saturday, 
... ith musi~ starting at 5p.m. 
The eala event will feature 
Scarlett Thread, Dead En1 
Kids, Trauma, Rare Form, 
rlayn' Men, Diamond Back, 
• ThMI. Copies - on 
rag content paper -
6&ovemlght 88fVlce. 
• Multl·page Originals 
must/eed in 
document feeder. 
• Plain white paper 
copies - other paper 
at additional charge. 
• AI! sales tax 
Included In above 
prices. 529--3115 
-
606 S. Dlinois 
Carbondale 
Q MR __ NATURAL'S ~ 
See "Eating Raoul" at 3,7" nOWOlniyGOCK ~1;':\:-' 
and9p.m.onFriday,and7and Fresh Bee Pollen 
The 12th annual Sout~ , One of the highlights of Kid's 9 p.m. Saturday. Sunday, 
!llinois Folk Festival wij} be Day will be a pie eating contest "Stalker," a Russian sci-fi film S 11 00 /1 b. :~'. 
held this weekend at the Du at 1 p.m. Otht"." events with English subtiUes, shows at 
Qn ... ~ State FairgrouDds. _ scheduled ~re performances by 7 p.m. Tuesday and Wed- Come In and mention this' Cd and 
Stag Boye'. _ All week long, Spectra, and L-7. • 
SPC FiLMS 
ni~bt, com .. pllete with tete and 
pnzes. Sunday, it'. BRADY ANQ 
Folk Fair opens at Du Quoin 
The gates of ~ fair will open Clancy the Clown and the Cahok nesday, Francis Ford Coppula's 
at 9 a m Friday for Kid's Dav Indian Dancers acclaimed "Apocalypse Now" .l§Jo'!...... receive $J .00 011 regular price. 
ActivitieS at th! fair will inclucJt; Admission IS free Friday. will be showing at 6 and 8 :45 !< ; . 
displays to demoostate apple Saturday and Sunday a $2 per p.m. AU movies are shown in t .; 102 E. Jackson 
butter making, goose plUCking . vehicle will be charged for the Student C~nter Auditorium ~ ... ' OfFER GOOD THRUSEPT. Hrs.: 10.5 Mon-Sat 
and chair caning. entrance to the fairgroonds. ~.f:o~r :$1:.:50:. ________ ~=======::::==~~~~==~~~~:::~~~ 
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, AII"1983 Cars and Trucks 
, , 'HCI"f;j;,een Drast'ically , 
Reduced !I 
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR'YOU TO 
. SAVE LOTS OF MONEY!·! 
17Escorts . 27 Lynx Trucks 
4:Mustangs . 1 Zephyr 13 Rangers 
6LTD's·. 3 Capris 31 F·Series 
11 Thunderbirds19 Cougars 5 Econollnes 
Sale Begins Friday, September 23rd Shop Now For The Best Selection 
301 N.lllinois. Rt. 51 North .'Carbondale 
." 
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DeadEnd 
Kidsplay 
just for fun 
By Jeff Wilkinson 
,.\ssociate 
Editorial Page Editor 
Shaun Mason and the rest of 
.. the Dead End Kids are having a 
good time. Carbondale is· their 
playgn.ulDd and things are 
starting to swing their way. 
"Hip Chemists, Burnt Con-
vey we thoug!\t of a lot of n~es. If we pIayffll rockabilly 
we'd be the Dead End Kats," 
Mason said. "U's just a name. 
Sometimes club owners think 
we're 16 because of it. 1 just say I 
'yeah, we're kids, Dave is 28." 
By backing up such fine New 
Wave ·oands as Bohemia, 
Suburbs, the Violent Femmes 
and, this Saturday night, the 
Fieshtones, they have become 
the most sought-after opening 
act in the Carbondale area, and 
their unique brand of dance 
music has drawn so many 
regulars to their gigs that the 
band has a name for them: the 
Dead End Dancers. 
With all this relative success, 
a band might start taking itseU 
seriously. Nab, not these guys. 
Drummer Dan Balchen sang 
the theme song to the television 
show "SQuare Pegs" as the 
interview began. 
"Dead cops, dead cops, 
dead ... cops," he sang over the 
subdued voice of lead sinJZ;er, 
lead dancer and rhythm 
guitarist Stace England. 
DaUy Egyptian Staff PbcKo 
Staa England aDd Sbaaa Mason, Dead EDd KIds at &be Club 
Mason said. oIWe're also the 
straightest band in town·-
nothing but water and fruit 
juice while we're playing, and 
lots of it." 
England said, "It's nice to 
back up the good bands that 
come to town. You learn a lot. 
We talk to them and fmd out 
they started just like us. Most of 
them,like the Femmes, are still 
just like us. The)"re really 
thrilled about thell' success. 
Like us, they had to struggle for 
acceptance." 
The struggle for acceptance, 
however, hasn't been that 
difficult for the Kids. When 
Carbondale bands like. David 
and the Happenings, the Bras 
and others disbanded or moved 
away, they left Carbondale void 
of New Wave music. In walked 
the Dead End Kids. 
"If you Wrote a ~g about 
nuclear war, and it SO\mded like 
a nuclear war. it would scare 
everytxry. If yO!!· play fun 
music, people are drawn to it. 
Then they might listen to the 
message in your song. 
"I'm so tired of songs that say 
nothing but ,]Iove you baby, the 
back seat of my car is ready for 
you!' Just because you write 
upbeat music, it doesn't mean 
you can't be p'oliticai. We write 
songs about life. 'Hip Chemists' 
is about nerve gas in 
Afghanistan. But you can dance 
to it." 
Tickets for a concert 
f(!l!turing the Fleshtones and 
The Dead End Kids, scheduled 
for Saturday night in the 
Student Center Roman Room, 
are available for $4 at the 
Student Center Centr31 Ticket 
Office. 
BLEUFLAMBE 
FRI. & SAT. Do B/ooze 
We Now Hove "Big Screen" T. V. 
HAPPY HOUR 801 E. Main 
Mon.·Fri. 8:30·9:30am 
4:00·7:00pm 
Ph. s.t9-4IUI 
Hrs. Bam-20m 
HOW TO CE1~EBRATE 
A WEEKEND 
Your campus Miller Rep. 
Mark Johnson 
will help supply you with all your party needs. Call 
him to find out what products. services. & equipment 
can make your event a successful one. 
549·7461 
"Our criterion is still fun," 
England said. "You go see other 
bands, you drink your beer and 
watch. It gets boring after a 
while. We dance and jump 
around and have a good time. 
The Dead End Dancers will be 
exhausted and we'll still be 
going as bard as we can." 
"It's surprising we're the only 
New Wave band in Car-
bondale," Mason said. "I don't 
know why that is. Maybe 
Carbondale is getting too 
conservative. We don't do any 
music that anyone else does. If 
we do a cover, sayan old 
Beatles tune, you can bet it 
won't sound like anyone else's 
version." 
PICK'S LIQUOR 
"No band works hardP.r on 
stage than we do," added 
Balchen. "I'll match us pl~lttd 
for pound of sweat against 
anybody, even the big bands 
that come to town." 
!low do the Kids keep going? 
Drugs? Sex? The American 
work ethic? 
"It's simple, we think we're 
the best band in town and we ~ 
to prove it every time wepla,Y! ~ 
Although the band embraces 
the term New Wave, they flinch 
at the mention of punk. 
Mason moved to the ed~e of 
his seat. "We don't want tt.e Sex 
Pistols effect. Those guys were 
really angry. 1 don't want to kill 
anybody. l don't hate m) 
parents. We're not going to play 
ominous music just because the 
world is ominous and screwed 
up. We're saying, 'yeah, we got 
problems. but let's have a good 
time ' 
rI"i.n S"mlt ~~.""" 
'1 N".i. fI- & -" ,...". 
I Iring In your Fleshtones tldeet stub Saturday "n,ght 
and mix drink or drof" chofn.-. 
BEER 
BUSCH 
6pkcans 
~ 
$1.89 
12/12 NR bottles 
$2.43 
8p.ack 
70% 
bottles 
$4.48 
,~\tt, 
6pkg bottles $2.62 
ttMttUf" 
, $ 
24 bottles reHciep. 4.49 
Meister Brau 
12/12 cans $3.49 
Old Style 
12112 calli _M.69 
posEquis 
6 pack bottles· M.3' 
Guiness Stout 
.cpkgbottfes $3.1' 
~mimMf·' ~. Vodka 
75Om1 $4.99 
Ron Rico 
Rum 
light or dark 
75Om1 $4.99 
1l $4.19 
Evan Williams 
75Om1 $5.2' 
Sauza Tequila 
silver or gold 
75Om1 $5." 
PICK'S HOURS 
9am.lam 
9am-Zam 
lpm-lam 
Mon.Thun 
Fri&.Sat 
Sun 
549 .. 4332 
WINE 
Paul Masson 
chablis or ros~ 
IL Carafe $2.89 
Wilhelm leinen 
Uebfraumilch 
75Om1 $1.79 
Cribari 
Champagne 
75Om1 $2.69 
Inglenook 
French Colombard 
1.5l $3.49 
'The Kings of Garag,e R.oc~~ Professor's photos of Tasmania exhibited 
Kathryn . Paul, Ilssistant 
professor in the Department of 
Cinema and PhotograpilY will 
be displaying 44 photographs at 
the University Museum'!; 
Mitchell Gallery in Quigley Hall 
in an exhibit entitled 
"Photographs of Tasmania." 
Paul previously taught at 
Pima College in Tucson 
Arisona; the University of 
IllinGis, and, the Tasmanian 
School of Art in Hobart, 
Tasmania, Australia. She 
received grants from the Ford 
Foundation, Illinois Arts 
Council and the National En-
dowment for the Arts. 
to perforIn on Saturday 
By Lisa Nichols 
Staff Writer 
The Fleshtones, dubbed "The 
Kings of Garage Rock" by their 
devoted followers in their home 
base of New York, make their 
debut in carbondale Saturday 
at" p.m. in the Roman Room of 
the sru-c Student Center. 
The Fleshtones began playing 
at gigs in New York City in 1976, 
and received immediate at-
tention from area press and 
club owners for their unusual 
blend of fuzz bass, tremelo, 
harmonica riffs and severe 
drum thrashings. 
In 1978, the hand began to 
draw international aUention 
through its participation in a 
succession of important 
musical festivals, including 
1((80, Taking Liberties and the 
New York City Battle of the 
Bands. The band attracted 
standing-room-only crowds in 
_nymerous concert appearances, 
both in the United States and in 
Kinks schedule 
Arena concert 
for Homeco,,!ing 
"Come Dancing" with the 
Kinks is scheduled to be the 
SIU-C Homecoming concert in 
the Arena Nov. 5. 
~ by producer-composer-
. vocalist-guitarist Ray Davies, 
the British rock group is touring 
in support of their current hi. 
album "State of Confusion." 
The Kinks have maintained a 
powerful rock'n roll status with 
a new LP, which has two hits 
circulating the radio waves: 
"Come Dancing" and "Don't 
Forget To Dance." 
The Kinks' repertoire is fillf":! 
with classics, like "S:.per 
Man," "You Really Gut Me" 
and "Lola." 
Davies himself remains an 
enigma. Some songs, like 
"Dean End Street," evoke a 
sense of alienation and 
paralysis when confronted with 
modern life. Others displa1 his 
inner vulnerability and naivete 
with a moving blenrl of courage 
and faith. 
Tickets are $9.50 and $11.50 
and go on sale at 9 a.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 1 in the Arena 
south lobby. Line reservations 
will be randomly distributed 
Friday, Sept. 30 at the Special 
Events Ticket Office from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Phone orders 
may be placed Oct. 3. Tickets go 
on sale at the Arena's area 
outlets Oct. 3, including a new 
outlet at Bleyer's Sports Mart in 
the University Mall. 
MU.DALI 
'IRUIVALUI 
5 cafe & Lock 
Department 
For all your 
Security Need. 
Fully Equipped 
Shop 
Service Calls Tool 
52'-3400 
cA 
'Revlew 
the -United Kingdom. 
The band consists of Keith 
Streng on lead guitar and 
vocals, Peter Zaremba on 
harmonica and lead vocals, Bill 
Milhizer on drums and ~r­
cussion, Jan Marek Pakulski on 
bass guitar and vocals and 
Gordon Spaeth on harmonica 
and alto sax. 
The band has received rave 
reviews on both of its albums, 
"Roman Gods" and "Hex-
breaker." The Jatter received a 
rating of three and one-half, 
stars in Rolling Stone. 
Their most recent LP, 
"Roman Gods" is the 
culmination of fuzz bass, 
A reviewer for the New York 
Daily News wrote, "The 
Fleshtones are a meaty big and 
bouncy rock group with won-, 
derful, exciting material that'll 
~~."our blood and heat your 
The Fleshtones' per-
formalK'eS show a conviction 
and adrenalin level rare on this 
side of the Atlantic. 
''The Fleshtones slaYed one 
01 the strongest an most ex-
citing sets I've seen by an 
American band this year. Thea 
pounding snarl-rock is in the 
tradition of the greatest 
Am~rican Primitives; they are 
loglca] successors to the 
Stooges, Raiders, and Dolls," 
wrote one reviewer in ''Trouser 
Press." 
tremelo, harmonica riffs, and Tickets for the concert are $4, 
severe drum thrashings. The and are available at the Student 
album has finally captured the Center Central Ticket Office. 
true essence of the Fleshtones The event is spoosore.:l by S"PC 
electric liy~rformance~ ___ C(losorts. 
The exhibit consists of 1and-
scape photographs done in 
"Gelatm silver-print" and 
"Palladium print" media. The 
exhibit will open with a public 
reception from 6 to 8 p.m. on 
Friday. 
The exhibit is free and will 
run through Nov. 7. The 
museum is OP'!D from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m. weekdays. 
~r.r.::s~uo~~ 
I $4.00 ANY TYPE!! I 
I I 
I Soul~m 3mnoi. ~rD1 (0_ • cu.e.............. I 
L;w ... w...... .T,.....IIICI I C.rtIondIlIe. IL 12101 C w, .,..... (11') - 457-5014 • ......,. ...... :J We buy Gold on# SilverI I ---~':!l:i:2Zl1l----
When yOu do it, do it with Style. Heileman's Old Style. 
Pure brewed, fully Kraeusened, for a taste thatll blow you 
away. Make it worthwhile-make it Old Style. 
Fora ru.c:olorlr '0( 22'" Old Style pgsterof '"lud, aend $1.(10 to: 
MOTORCYCLE POSTER OFFER 
soo Tllird Avenue West. P.O. 8ooC-34057. Seellle, VA 98124 
.. ,.--.~ ...... --
.~ 
_' • .:t; 
. .. p'" ...... .. '. ...J~ Annualarts and crafts.how at mall.et 
. leks;' and"""Pan'stYt]·· uni~ersity~aJrs~nn~~J·Artstffl.!'·~o~~, p~n and ink 
By Mike Nelson . 
WIDB DeeJay' 
:or -Bone Barnett "Proo' 
;t'hrough &be Night" 
: 9' ~ n e \V'-" U nd' hap pin e s s : anlf Crafts show wIll be held dra~ings, "op,er craft, acrylic 
, .1 "Everything thaJ's haunted me Sept. 30 through. Oct 2. ktlttngs, ceramll:s, callirvaPhy, 
. is out of view." This vear's show will fe:tture d gyptian Hierog ypllk A happy marriage aside, - rawmgs, internal lucite CfJr-
Parker stiD makes the oc- a varlety d arts and crafts vings, custom made wood signs, 
. casional stab, On the LP inchlding: Tole painting. dough :irt, ?ssorted needle art 
. T-Bone Burnett may prove to 
:be the quintessential artist for 
the '80s. "Proof Through the 
Night," his third LP, offers a 
thoroughly entertaining 
iglimp..~e of Burnett's unique 
person&t vision rnd sardonic 
wit. 
~ album shows Burnett 
expanding on the "rockabilly 
for moderns" format that 
dominated the sound of his fiNt 
two records, "Truth Decay" 
and "Trap Door." Burnett and 
his band are assisted by an all-
star lineup of musicians that 
include such notaries as Pete 
Townshend, Ry Cooder, 
Richard Thompson and Mick 
Ronson. 
Townshend's contributions 
are the most notable to the 
listener; his heart-driven 
acoustic guitar work is the 
perfect compliment to Burnett's 
sparse electric playing. 
Burnett's singing has never 
been better. His utterly unique 
nasal drawl is both fiery and 
passionate, drawing the 
inevitable comparisons to 
Dylan. Burnett is at his best on 
songs like "The Sixties" and 
"Hefner and Disney," where he 
employs spoken vocals to 
stunning effects. 
"Proof Through The Night" is 
certainly one of the year's best 
recordings. Its lyrical diversity 
and sterling musicianship may 
finally bring T -Bone Burnett the 
public awareness that is 
deservedly his. 
Einsteins Rice Boys - "Civil 
Rice" - QL Reconts 
This is the second LP from the 
quartet (rom Milw&ukee, a city 
recently notable for spawning 
the excellent group, the Violent 
Femmes. 
Mixing a guitar-eharged, neo-
psychedelic sound with smart 
lyrics, the Rice Boys are 
definitc?ly a band for the'S'):;. 
The Riee Boys represent the 
latest addition to a growing list 
of bands spearheading the 
psychedelic revival, such as 
The Three O'Clock, Rain 
Parade and the Dream Syn-
dicate, Best cuts iIlciuoe: 
"Vertigo," "Massacre of Love" 
and "Stranger in My Room." 
Graham Park - "The Real 
McCaw" 
Produced by David Ker-
shenbaum (Joe Jackson, Any 
Trouble), "The Real McC~w" 
finds a recently married 
Graham Parker .: .. Iebrating thf! 
joys of marital bliss 
It's difficult to imagine this is 
the angry Englishman whose 
raspy voice fired such love-hate 
masterpieces as "Love Gets 
You Twisted" and "Nobody 
Hurts You," from 1978's 
"Squeezing Out Sparks," 
Parker seems to be at peace 
with himself, and it's evit.!r!nt on 
several of the McCaw slower 
tUlles such as "Life Gets Bet-
ter" and "Anniversary." On the 
la~ter, Parkf'r 5ing.." ;:,f his 
Women's Studies to display artworks 
What kind of work is 
"Woman's Work?" Wl'll, it's just about l"/erything but 
houseworl( including SCUlpture, 
c'·.:lfts, painting, photography 
and other forms of the visual 
arts to be displaYl'd in the 
Women's Studies second annua, 
art exhibit. 
Bl'ginning Sunday, Sept. 25 
the exhibit will he on display 
through Sept. :10 to honor 
professional and student wumt'n 
artists. 
Thl' opening is schedull'd 
from :1 to 5 p.m. on SlInd:::y, 
St'pl. 2.'> at Vergette C;allery in 
the Allyn Building. 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
Friday & Saturday 
IIFOUR 
on the 
-FLOOR" 
The Best in Rock 
8:30 til Midnight 
"FINISH LINE" 
Monday thru Friday 
3pmtil6pm. 
500 Draft Beer 
73° ~cktails 
*Great Sandwiches* 
, Daily 3pm til10pm 
Lower Level 
103 S. 13th Murphysboro 
884-2200 
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"J t I'k weaving, hand .. rafted pi""''', and -"t)'(chery products opener,' us ) e a Man," a r- ~ , blistering rocker, he attacks the china painting, portraits in leatherwork, and custom hand 
macho myth: "Just like a man, pastels, oil painting on cam<lS made knives. 
nexing his muscles, but not 
really u.";ng them." 
"The Real McCaw" boasts 
exc1.1:etlt musicians in ex-
Rumour gUitarist, Brinsley 
Schwartz, a longtime Parker 
protege, and Gilson Lavis, 
former Squeeze drummer. 
Strongly recommended. 
The Style Council - ",\ Pal is" 
The Stax-Motown sound is 
alive and well and living in Paul 
Weller. 
This four-track EP shows 
former Jam guitarist further 
expanding the urban sould 
sound hinted at on the group's 
last album, "The Gift" 
The gem here is "Long Hot 
Summer," a funk based ex-
cursion into the carefree world 
of young summer lovers. The 
song showcases Weller's 
inimitable vocais and the vir-
tuoso keyboards of Mick Talbot, 
ex cf Dexy's Midnight Runners. 
,,""9) DISCOUIIT LIQUORS 
··The (oldest Beer In Townl"" 
1224W. Main 
Jack 
.. Daniels 
III 75Om1 
i YourCholee 7illqtt~r{lJl 7.9'. 
Weller's shiit to a more 
straightforward soul approach 
in t.is compositions is bound to 
disappoint many fans of the 
Jam's early Who-influenced 
sound, 
All considered, this is great 
stuff. 
~u .~ICES GOOD FRie, SAT., & SUN. 
. - , ......... '... ~. ' -'. '. . ~ \ 
Style. 
1/2 Price. 
Get a full-service Hairbenders style-shampoo, conditioning'-cut and 
blow styling-at '11 price! 
Men'sstyles 7.25 Women's styles 8.75 
Call today for ~n appointMent and let Hairbenders show you style! 
Hairbenders 
Hairstyling for Men and Women. 
703 So'. Illinois Ave. 
Carbondale • 549-4422 
Offer good for first time clients only. Offer eJipires October 3f. 
8 TUDr~T tOe 4PPRrCI4 TION 
5 4,0 L o 
friday nite on\v..:., 5 to 9 p. m~ELCOME BACK S.I.U. STUDENTS 
RED CARPET JEANS 
Union Bay striped cotton denim with fashion trouser cut. 28-38 waist 
Rag. 29.00 
23.99 
RED CARPET 
RED CARPET WOOL COATS 
Fall weight fashion styles. sizes 5-M-l-XL. 
Reg. 80.00 
64.99 
i;i:DCARPET 
SPLIT LEATHER OUTERWEAR 
Assortment of updated styles, sizes 5-M-l-XL 
Reg. 85.00 
49.99 
RED CARPET 
JUNIOR BUDGET JEANS 
5 pocket basic style with spade back pocket 10096 cotton denim. sizes 3-15. 
13.99 
THE BUDGET SHOP 
STADIUM SLICKERS 
Reversible vinyl hO'Jdacl jackets in solids and prints. 
Reg. 10.00 
7.99 
ACCESSO~!ES 
ALL COATS 
Entire stock of hundreds in junior, misses, petite and half sizes 
Regular price merchandise only. 
20% OFF 
LADlE" ~OATS 
DRESSES AND FORMALS 
Entire stock of hundreds in junior. misses. petite and half sizes. No layaways. 
Regular price merchandise only. 
20% OFF 
DRESSES 
JR. SWEATER DRESSES 
Two piece 10096 acrylic knits with pleat skirt. assorted neckline styles. 5-M-L 
Reg. 28.00 
19.99 
DRESSES 
JR. SHETLAND SWEATERS 
Garland and Pandora 3asy care acrylics in a large color selection. 5-M-l. 
Reg. 18.00 
1.2.99 
YOUNG CIRCLE 
JR. JORDACHEJEANS 
Several styles in 10096 conon with embroidery pocket. 26-33 waist 
Reg. 38.00 
26.99 
YOUNG CIRCLE 
_# 
,#, 
STONE MOUNTAIN HANDBAGS.f~ ESPRIT WOOL S\'VEATERS 
Sportcloth or leather in putty, tan. st<:'ne or wine. ~' All wool Shetlands in camel. black. red. aq(la or navy. S-M-L. 
Reg. ~10.00-78.00 Reg. 22.00 
20% OFF 
ACCESSORIES 
15.99 
YOUNG CIRCLE 
WOMEN'S COATS 
All women's coats. raincoats and furs. 
Entire Stock 
FAMOUS BRAND JR. JEANS 
. D:mim jeans. sizes 3-5-7-9 only. 
Values 24.00-28.00 
20% OFF 
LADIES COATS 
9.99 
V()UNG CIRCLE 
FREE S.I.U. MUG TO THE FIRST lOa STUDENTS TO SHOW THEIR 
_ I. D. 's AT OUR OFFICE. 
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Despite what "}'ilitary chiefs say 4"'~T=H~ €~UB *'''''. 
_EI Salvador brmgs back Fretnarn 'I ~ - ... : ~ II 
By Charles J. Har.1ey Vietnamese army units. about 35,000 men from 25,000, Rare ... The ~ 
Associated Press Wrlter "There are two lessons in the advisory force of U.S. I ... 
particular I think we learned in trainers will have to be at least form'" H ea rd 
SAN SALVADOR, EI Vietnam," he said in an in· doubled, and the United States ...., 
Salvador - They.labor today in terview here. will have to ship more aid , I#_'-'Ifl, : Sf. '"UGid9S; 
the ~ool green shadows of "First, we've got to keep dollars to the Salvadorans_ ' _K"""iitrz"Si(wrryiIy}. _ ~ _ 
Central AmericaI' volcanoes. away from the bodycount - ~ _ - __ = _ . 
But for these hardened thing." Exaggerated reports of 
American ~ldiers struggling guerrilla casualties in Vietnam 
against yet another guerrilla chipped away at U.S govern· 
uprising, the memories linger ment credit)ility. 
of rice paddies, jungle trails "Second, we now know that 
and debacle half a world away. small-unit operations at night 
"We're going to do it right are the way to go. We weren't 
this time," says a s'mior U.S. doing that early enough in 
military adviser here. Vietnam. It takes away the 
EI Salvador and Vietnam. -guerrillas' war of movement." 
Linking the two wars draws And that is the way the 
quick rehuttal from the Reagan Salvadoran army is goirg as it 
administration. tries to seize the initiative in the 
"'11lere is Dr. ,~omparison with four·year~ld war. 
Vietnam," President Reagan Encouraged by Vietnam· 
said at a July De~ cvnference, seasoned American advisers, 
"and there's not going to be the army has turned to new 
anything of that kind in this." tactics to clear an estimated 
In a key respect, the 1,000 guerrillas from;he central 
situations differ greatly: At the Salvadoran provinct:: of San 
war's height, 525,000 American Vicente, sending small '111m· 
combat troops were in Vietnam. ter" units on nighttime patrols 
Here, the Ameril'.an military to> keep the insurgents off 
presence is limited to several balance. The guerrillas appear 
dozen advisers, some shuttling to have pulled back. 
in from U.S. bases in nearby "In the past, the operations 
Panama. were large-scale, with minimal 
But the advisers themselves, contact thl! army would leave 
the men closest to the action an area after a week, and the 
repeatedly invoke Vietnam and guerrillas would come back in," 
its lessons as they plot strategy explained an Army major, an 
and appeal for a stronger U.S. EI Salvador specialist and 
commitment to EI Salvador. Vietnam veteran, at U,S. 
And they f:,equently sound Sou the r nCo m man d 
bitter. headquarters in Panama. 
"Don't talk to me about why U.S. advisers have gone into 
we didn't succeed in Vietnam" the ruggedly hilly pro;rince, 
Col. Nicholas A. Andreacchio, dominated by the broodirJg, 
holder of the Vietnamese Cross 7,200·foot Chinchontepec 
of Gallantry, snapped to a volcano, to help i1repare the 
reporter. "I did the best I hunterunits.ButtheAmericans 
could." are under strict orders to stay 
Like many of his fellow of· out cf combat. 
ficers, this tough, crew-cut 30- The Salvadorans are coupling 
year veteran, who is traininj~ these new tactics with a 
hundreds of Salvadorans as program - similar to the 
commandant of a U.S. Army ''pacification'' plan of the late 
school in Panama, is more 19605 in Vietnam - of training 
confident about the chances for local militiamen and rebuilding 
success this time - if U.S. the provincial economy. 
support remains firm. To a man, the almost one 
The senior adviser, who for dozen U.S. military men in· 
security reasons cannot be terviewed said more will have 
identified, spent three years in to be done ~ the Salvadoran 
Vietnam, two working with army will have to be enlarged to 
P e • ~ J.zza1nn~i 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
O Sunday night 5-9pm t\t.~\ $ 3 2 9 Buffet Hours: • ~ Sun 11-2 and All tf-te Pizza, Spaghetti, 5-9 
Salad and garlic sticks M-F 11-2 
you can eat. Tues. Eve. 5-9 
(Sun. night buffet 
at CarbOnale store 
only) 
For~E!.~~1~-~-~1 · 
.. II PIZZA ~.2.".1.00MP 
BuyanyOrtgtnolThirlCrusro<l BuyanyOrtgtnolThirlCrusror 
DoopDlshPanpizzaandgotlho Doop DIsh Pan PIzza, and got MXI __ sIyIoplzzawtlb S3 00 o/f • large. $200 olf. 
equal nwnboro/toppIngs, F.... modIum 0<$1 00 0/. small.... I I'retontIhls_wI1h plzra.PIacn,th .. coupon_ 
guestcheck.Notva/Jd ... 1 guestchaddlOlvalid DI I -~~~ ~'!.~ ..7 ..:1! 
1013 E. Main Str ..... 57-3358 
1018 Locust St.lMtlrphysboro 687-3.414 
W.,tmore Plmc/ft\arlon 997-5441 
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YOUR R..J\IR .... YOUR STRO 
STARTING POINT 
, 
, 
"1"1"1~:.I •••• m.I •• mI~~"""""'''''''''''''I''I''I''I_11 
," The HAIR LAB 
llring In This Ad For Free Shampoo & Conditioner Samples When You 
Buv.A Conditioning Treatment 
115 S. University 
(on the Island) , . ~~-~--. (Good While Supply Lasts) 
.. " ... , 
J. •••••• \ 
Medi~al treatment 
for cancer victim 
ordered by court 
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -
A state appeals .court Wed-
nesday ordered immediate 
medical treatment for a 
preacher's 12-year-illd daughter 
. who suffers from deadly bone 
cancer, despite her father's 
claim that the family's religion 
forbids use of medicine. 
But James A.H. Bell, a 
lawyer for the family, said he 
was asking the Tennessee 
Supreme Court to block the· 
order. Associate Justice Frank 
F. Drowota flew to Knoxville to 
hear arguments on whether to 
temporarily stay medical 
ti"eatment for 12-year-old 
Pamela Hamilton. 
For two months, Larry 
Hamilton, the girl's father, has 
fought treatment of the football-
sized Ewing's sarcoma tumor 
that has destroyed much of her 
upper left leg bone. 
Without cher:10therapy and 
radiation treatments, doctors 
say the 86-powld girl will die 
within nine months. Even with 
immediate treatment, her 
chance of survival is Ie&. ~n 
5O-SO. 
In a seven-page opinion, three 
Tenn~ee Court of Appeals 
~udges unanimously upheld a 
Juvenil.a court's decision to 
declare Pamela a neglected 
child. award temporary custody 
to the state and order treat-
ment. 
"While the prognosis with 
treatment in Pamela's case is 
guarded, the consequences of no 
treatment is certain, painful 
death," the judges said. 
H\\'here a child is dying with 
cancer and experiencing pain 
which will surely become more 
excMlciating as the disease 
progresses ... humane con-
Siderations and life-saving 
at~mpts outweigh unlimited 
pral'tices of religious beliefs," 
the opinion said. 
Hamilton, pastor of the 
Church of God of the Union 
Assembly in LaFollette, said 
the sect doesn't believe in using 
medicine to heal or ease pain. 
"~be~~/~~t~e:~~'t!~:f:d 
without treatments and all 
that," the frail, brown-haired 
girl told a juvenile court judge 
Saturday in Jacksboro. 
Asked by a lawyer if she was 
ready to die, she replied, "When . 
the Lord gets ready for me." 
Bell said the girl is old enough 
to make her own decision about 
treatment, and that forcing 
chemotherapy, radiation and its 
painful side effects on her would 
be "tantamount to rape." 
Michael Terry, a deputy state 
attorney general, sail\ the girl is 
a minor under law. 
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Do You Miss Mom'sSuindlav 
Dinners' 
The 0..1. Ha. Family Styl. D'nn.,. 
Ev.ry Sunday 
Fried Chicken with Six Side Dishes 
Served In BoHomles Bowls 
Sarvlng11am-7pm 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Ju.t Llk. Hom. 
spence~TS 
lO%OFF 
all merchandise 
in store 
r except sale merchandise) 
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1.0. 
offer aood tor entire month 
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University Mall 
Carbondale 
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MCAR=CORDS SAlE ENDS OCTOBER 5 
UNIVERsITY MALL 
ReeordBar8 
RECORDS, TAPES, AND A. LImE BIT MORE. 
MCAR=CORDS 
Blacks shouldri'~t· be'lnedia stars, Man charge with aggr~v~eflbatter:r . 
.. . . .. A 19-year-old Carbondale roommate, Tad Wasmund, 19, fOrlDer. NAKCP p·resident says ;aya~~~:;~~e::~ ~1i:~s'!~d.4:47 a.m. Sunday, 
- . . . • follOWIng an U1Cldent reported 
. , to SIU-C Security Sunday Wasmund received facial Paula J. FiDJay 
Staff Writer ;r accomplishments of blacks. morning. . injuries, according to ~lice. He 
"Those minor incidents 
Richard Hayes let his 
viE!WJ."<jint sing out loud and ~ 
strong: the media should not 
tell the black community who 
its leadE'rs are. 
Hayes, former caroondale 
chapter NAACP president, does 
not deny his own role as a leader 
in the black community. Son of 
the late carbondale black rights 
leader Eurma Hayes, he 
worked in the SIU-C Af-
firmative Action office for more 
than 10 years and is now 
coordinator of student life. But, 
Hayes told a journalism class 
Tuesday he doesn't like the way 
blacks are often treated by the 
media. 
"The media determines who 
the lead~rs in the black com-
munity are," he said. 
Hayes said that by Singling 
out certain blacks, the media is 
trying to fit someone into the 
shoes of Martin Luther King, 
Jr., the martyred black rights 
leader. There won't be another 
King, he said, but that's not to 
say there are no more leaders. 
"There are a lot of Martin 
Luther Kings. You seldom see 
their names in the papp..r," he 
said. 
Hayes said the present~y 
Kings are those who simply set 
a good example in their daily 
lives. 
,r-Their opinions are the ones 
that shape the direction of the 
black community," he sllid. 
"These people have sometrung 
to offer, as much as those of ll.'I 
who have our names in the 
newspaper." 
Hayes said leadership is 
earned: "The only way people 
can obtain earned leadership is 
:r ~~~ ~~~~:~ t:C~i~:~ 
the things that you desire if you 
help someone else achieve what 
they desire." . 
Hayes said he did not seek his 
role as a leader. 
"None of that has been 
because that is where I wanted 
to be. It's because someone 
needed to be there." he said. 
Despite civil rights ad-
vancements made in the las' 20 
flIcbard Hayes 
years, barriers still exist and 
keep blacks from where they 
want to be, Hayes said. 
"I'm not going to sit here and 
tell you racism exists. I figure 
you already know that," he 
said. 
There are strong barriE:rs 
within the media, Hayes said. 
There are too few blacks in the 
field and in media education, he 
said. Few blacks, if any, have 
been employed by local 
newspapers, he said, and "if 
they get there, they find their 
'blackness' edited out," he said. 
"Complaints by black 
reporters are often IgnOred or 
classified as sour grapes," he 
said. 
Hayes said that when 
newspaper managements are 
challenged with why they don't 
mre blacks, they have answered 
that U:ey had no black ap-
plicants or none were oualified. 
"U's been a COJHIUt,"ite said. 
Hayes contends that 
newspapers could seek out and 
locate black reporters. 
"Breaking into major 
newspapers is difficult for 
anybody and is particular!y so 
for minorities," he said. "The 
opportunities are few." 
. Hayes said that in some in-
stances the media is "being 
totally insensitive to what's 
going on" and will focus on the 
accomplishments of whites and . 
ignore the equal or gr~ter. 
~~~~COUPON~~~~_ 
GIGANTIC SAVINGS 
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BO'OKSTORE 
110 South Illinois Ave. 
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HRS: 8:30-5:30 
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perpetuate among U!l that we William F. Wilson, Boomer I was taken to Carbondale 
are less than we are," he said. in Brush Towers, was charged Memorial Hospital and SIU-C 
"If we allow them to continue after l'IlJpgpdly hittin~ his Health Service for treatment. 
we will be back to where we 
~ ere 20 years ago, even 10 years 
a'jO." 
"You can learn how to be 
sensitive. It's not an easy 
lesson," he said. 
generic. SA\..E \ 
copies .~~ 
muS"eed In 
documenl reeder 
Hayes doesn't advocate news 
coming from a black viewpoint 
any more than from a white 
viewpoint, but said thli! media 
should not ignore the concerns 
of blacks. 
"The only way to be fair aoout 
it is just to report' the facts," he 
not a jot of flash .•. just great copies. 
said. . 717 S. illinois, carbondale 
",., Trodltlon Since 1911" 
FREE pair of Levi's 
with th~ purchase of a 
Richard Thomas Blazer 
121 .. Walnut Str_t ~: 
Murphysboro, Illinois 9-6 M-Th 
62966 9-7:30 Fri. 
684-2831 9-6:00 Sat. 
BUSCH 
~ 
$289~.:;,···.-: 
12Pak -~;f ... ~ 
Bottles ~ 
TORRE DEI CONTE 
ASTI 
SPUMANTE A 
$ 99 :i~ 
• 750m' I 
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Vodka , 
$ 39 ',' 37soml 
~~ 
DRATHEN 
LlEBFRAUMILCH 
'82 R 
$ 99 ~ 
17som. ~ 
457-2223 
BUDWEISER 
or BUD LIGHT 
S2~!~ 
Cons ~
BOONE'S FARM 
All5 FLAVORS 
'I !!, LJ 
SHOP SMART . .. AT 
AD GOOD THRU 
SUN., SEPT~ 25th 
Itiij;II_1 r: u ) ~ t _ ullln:1 ~ f!1:i ~ 
EASTGATE ABC 
LIQUOR MART LIQUOR ~ART 
Wall & Walnut 109 N. Washington 
CARBONDALE . CARBONDALE 
549.5202 457·2721 
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TIlE WESL.EY Foundation will Inc. II holding Its faIl '83 informal Swimming Association will certify J E A N 
show the video tape of Leo rush from 3 to 5 p.m. SlDIday in stroke and turn judges Saturday. 
Busca~lia's lecture, •• Speaking of Student CenteS' Ballroom A. .Participants may meet at tt a.m. 
Lo\le,' during the mo~g w~ip until approximately noon In the I. e 99 
at 11 a.m. Sunday. More informatJoo . THE MONUMENT of Hf)pe courtroom at the Law School. $ 
is a.ailable at 457-8165. Church of Deliverance Choir if ". 
performing a musical at 7 pm !1'UDENTBIBLEFellowship?;i11 
11IF. FOOD and Nutrition Council Saturday at the church, located at mp.meet. FfOnt:daBiyblem' stQuiUd.ygalendy prangyere.at 7 
is sponsoring a bake sale from 10 401 N. Marion SI. Those in need of Lou 
~::li. tM:m"b~~S F~:;Yta~e ~f:a transportation may caII 549-1758. RESPIRATORY 11IERAPY Club 
gooda.m. in the lab, room 103, before 10 SPECIAL POPULATIONS is will have a car wash from 9 t..m. t03 On Iy 2 Days Left 
sponsoring an earg-autumn p.m. Saturday at the Wal-Mart 
~;~~i:1 ~~ru~~!,;a:!d i1u~da~~ pa"i.il :01. ~ars and trucks will be C CARBONDAT..E City Panhellenic 
Society will have a membership 
reception at 2 p.m. Sunday at 
Hickory Lodge, 1115 S. Sycamore St. 
Women in the area who are alumnae 
01 collegiate Greek organizatiOOll 
are invited, as well as past and 
present members. The program for 
the comming year will be an-
nounced. More information is 
available from Karen Johnson, 549-
3665. 
Registration ends Friday at the was or. n ~ •• 1~, g:k.~~~ mf~:~w!i!°::~!~~ th: n=~~~~~Ns~:~!~fi 9-5'.30 606 ""S. 1111'no~ls ~~--·M·O-N·_·S·A·T-t 
at 53&-5531. be for 10 a.m. to noon Saturday in 
the Woody Hall conference room. 
Dr. Adiraju Palagiri, a Carbondale 
urologist, will give the presentation 
and answer questicns. More in-
formation is available from 
Specialized Stude.1t Services. 453-
5738, and the service may be able to 
THE SAFETY Center is offering 
free experienced motorcycle rider 
courses. Course 3 will meet from 8 
a.m. to noon and t to 5 p.m. Satur-
day, Oct. 1 and Course 4 will meet 
from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. 
Sunday, Oct. 2. The courses are 
intended for those who have 
motorcycle riding experience or for 
those who have complete the basic 
motorcycle riding course, using the 
participant's motorcycle and. both 
classroom and on-cycle sessions. 
More information is available at 1-
800-642-9589. 
DELTA SIGMA Theta Sorority, 
THE UNIVERSITY StuJies 
Degree Program will issue' ap-
pointments for spring 1984 ad-
Vi~~:~b~~:b:~~a~ac::::~r:J; ~m the University Studies office, 
Woody C-U6. 
SALUKI SWINGERS will hold a 
square dance from 7 ~ 10 p.m. 
Sunday in Ballroom A. Bob Pryer 
will be the caller. 
A FREE swim clinic will be 
conducted for area youth age 6 to 18 
at 9 a.m. Saturday at the Recreation 
Center. Participants may report to 
the fJJ'St floor lounge area ~y 9 a.m. 
The clinic will be conducted b,- SIU-
C swim coach staff members. More 
information is available from Ma:'k 
Boerner, 53&-5566. 
OFFICIALS from the Ozark 
::!Cle~~f: re':!~in;~~d'i::::i: 
THE NIGERIAN Students 
Associations will have an 
emergency meeting at 4 p.m. 
Sunday in the Student Center con-
ference rooms on the second floor. 
The meeting will mark their 23rd 
independence Oct. 1. 
SOU11IERN ILLINOIS S;ngles 
will meet at the Steeleville 
American Legion at 8 p.m. Satur-
day. There will be a $3 cover charge. 
More information is available from 
426-3285, 426-3367, or 684-4150. 
lisL fhoto PENTAX FACTORY DEMO SALE 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 23 
204 WEST FREEMAN 
CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER 
CARBONDALE. ILLINOIS 62901 Noon - 7:00 P.M. 
PENTAX 
rsUPiiiPRtiiJRflJ!lJ 
$2599 
6 MODES with II A" SERI'ES LENS 
"Includes exclusive USA two year limited warranty/product 
registration on the Super Program body." 
IDIIl PROGRAMMED AtnTJ 
The canaa SIlls boItt shutter speed and I-stop. Irs !he 
spontanaous mode. Just focus and &hoot. 
1DIl2 APfRTURE-PRlORnY AUTO 
You set I-step, the camera chooses shutter speed. The right 
system for deplh-of-field CXII1IroI. 
IDIIEJ SHUTTER-PRlORnY AUTO 
You select shutler speed, !he camera sets I-stop. The best mMe 
lor stcp.acIion shoIs. 
1000f METERED MANUAL 
You select boItI shutter speed and I-stop to creal8 precisely me 
effect you want. 
1IllJE5 m AtnTJ RASH 
A sensor ~ the camera body measures !he 1ight reaching the fifm 
and automaticaIy controls flash 0U1pUI based on !he shutter 
speed you select The best mode lor close-up, bounce & 
sophisIicaI8d flash photos. 
., PROGRAMMED AUTO RASH 
Both sh!JII8r speed and '-!lOp are automaIicaIIy set by !he flash 
SALE PRICE8APPLY TO' .' 
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Automatic or Manual 
"Includes USA two yea; limitod warranty" 
"Includes Pentax USA one year 
limited warranty/product registration." 
AF 200T Flash 
w/case 
'69'S' 
Both Flash & Lens 
"'nclude Pentax USA 
eAUTOFOCUS 
e AUTO EXPOSURE 
eAUTOFLASH 
e LENS PROTECTOR 
• COMPACT & STYLISH 
80·200f4.5 
Pentax Takumar 
::tOOMLENS 
'I 29"S 
·ane year limited warranty/ 
product registration." 
SLIK BOOG 
TRIPOD 
$2595 
hu., All Fulii Film 
15% OFF 
1_1.4IID .... "III H.R. 
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Social work dealing with aging 
focus of new graduate program 
·8y Debra Colb1ll'D 
S&aff Wrik:r 
A new graduate program in 
social work that deals with 
aging will begin next summer 
. Paul K. Kim, gerontological 
social 9".rk educator, is belping 
to develop a master's degree 
~:id that nationwide only 
.2 ~reent of the social weHare 
students are identifying 
themslves as ~ializing in 
gerontology. Kim estimates 
that, with. the growing elderly 
population, 600,000 geriatric 
social workers will be needed by 
.the year 2000. 
Kim, woo bas written several 
texts and monograpbs on social 
work, is working on developing 
five to seven courses dealing 
with different aspects of aging. 
One of those courses is a 
topiC'ai seminar 00 aging whicb 
contains the silbjects that can't 
be covered in a single course 
sucb .as the 'specific problems of 
elderly women, minority group 
an~e~~~ e~e~~er schools of 
social work across the nation 
claim to bave a gerontology 
c("l'<:entration but the nu.'nber of 
aignificant required courses is 
negligable. 
Kim. who has developed both 
Paal Kim 
of t.1y~ programs ~t' Florida 
International University and 
SIU-C, said these are the only 
two scl.ools in the nation, that 
bave sucb a complete program. 
To get a master's degree in 
gerontology, 60 credit OOurs are 
needed and 30 of those must be 
from the concentration on 
aging. No other school makes 
this requirement, he said. 
St".ldents of geriatric social 
wock are required to have a one-
year internship in an agency 
involved in service to the 
elderly. Fourteen of the 30 
credit hours need€d are 
required here. 
Kim said young people are 
t2.ught to believe that old age is 
sbameful and that dder people 
are useless. A person's abilities 
may be reduced, but they are 
not completely eliminated with 
the onset of old age. 
Kim is from Korea. where the 
elderly are respected. He said 
when he came to the United 
States as a student in the late 
1960's, he couldn't believe the 
way the elderly were treated. 
"We have the capabilitr, to 
solve the old age problem, ' he 
said, "but what we don't have is 
a decision to solve tbe 
. problem." While the federal 
government is rutting benefits 
for the eldf ·1" European 
countries are bl,.mg better care 
of tileril. 
He said the nation could save 
$10 billion if older people were 
allowed to do the volunteer 
work they are capable of and 
are willing to do. "Th, United 
States should learn from other 
countries bow to utilize old age 
service." 
Kim said he'd like to· see 
SIU-C with a uni';ersitywide 
geriatrics center emphasizing 
research, training and services. 
He thinks this university could 
be a leader in the 'ield of 
gerontological social work. 
"I think we c .. n really develop 
a good geriatrics center. 1 think 
it is long overdue in this type of 
institution," he said. 
Chicago desegregation funds alive 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep. 
Sidney. Yates, D-Ill., said 
Thursday that Chlcago seems 
assured of getting $20 million in 
school desegregation funds 
vetoed earlier by President 
Reagan now that a new 
measure to furnish the money 
has been approved by the House 
AP,fh:pric!~':tt~m:::d. late 
their support. 
"Even if the resolution is 
redrafted. 1 think that the 
mone.y will stay in," the 
Chic.lgo congressman said. 
Reagan vetoed a similar 
measure two weeks ago, saying 
there were no funds in the 
federal budget for Chicago 
school desegregation. 
Earlier, a federal judge in 
Chicago ordered the govern-
ment to pay part of the cost of 
desegregating the city's 
schools. 
The . fact that tbe 
continuing resolu-tion and 
Reagan signs it, the govern-
ment ~ unable to pay its bills. 
The House plans to take up the 
measure next week. 
Yates 38id Chicago will get 
the school desegregation money 
"as soon as the president signs 
the resolution." 
"Or maybe they will get it 
sooner," he said. "Maybe the 
administration will feel tnat its 
position has lost, and they'll 
make the mone), available 
immediat"!Iy. " 
.u 
Mar'aritas 
EqUIS 
51.25 
51.00 
.50 
i:&l2u 
Strawbet'n' 
Daqulris 
Hannen 
51.50 
51.00 
GREAT MEXICAN fO~D EVERYDAY 
119 N. Washington 
WCIL-FM Welcomes You 
To the 
RAMADA INN'S 
sctNJIPJCK 
"""WWEIIUD 
LIVE GO GO Dancers 
(From. the Modeling Conpsiracy) 
. ----............. -
Featuring 
Lori Jo Thompson 
Listen to WCIL·FM Sat. Morning 7a.m. to lOa.m., 
for the sounds of the sixties. Relive the 60's at the 
Oasis lounge Fri. & Sat. Nites. 60's Music, Drink 
~pecial', Hula Hoop. Twist, Trivia & limbo Contests. 
Wednesday to approve the 
funds by attaching them at the 
urging of Yates to an omnibus 
money resolution. Th,~re was no 
opposition as his move was 
adopted by the panel 011 a voice 
vote. 
Yates said prospects for 
House passage of the resolution 
were el(Ce);ent and that key 
senaton l-.ave assured !'lim of 
desegregation money is now 
part of the omnibus money 
resolution - known as the 
rontinuing resolution - makes 
it barder for Reagan to veto. ® PINCH PE~lNY ® Unless Congress passes the 
~lMrWatt 
THURI ""OUUh SUN 
't'..=' $1.75 
35~ off '~50MbWDum 
. ..: ... Of --.." Not ftlJd OIl deUYerY 
My - -'-r • _ 01' BecrbIaet Sub. 
L..:; .... L 111"'- 000II,/11,a..11"'. ....... 
.;' . ~--CCOtDlUJlPONI'CN·-----'" 
LI()UORS 
605 E. Gr':lnd Lewis t'Qrk 529·3348 
Hours: H·l M· Th 10-2 F·Sot 1·1 Sur. 
Beer Wines Liguors 
Schaeffer $1.43 Ilunlte $2.71 Bacardl $6.62 
6pk. cans All 750ml. Rum Liter ~ $2.19 Premlat $2.38 Gordon's $4.99 6r..k. btls. Wines 750ml. Vodka Liter 
Old 5t It $2.38 Keller $8.70 Bentley $3.99 Geister 2 1.5 Liters . n Gh, ~ 6pk.cans carrying cO<),er Lit ... 
San $4.99 Calvert $5.48 
Miguel 6pk. btls. Inglenook $4.29 Extra 
All 1.5 Liters 750ml. 
Old $3.81 
Gallo Jame.on $9.48 Mtlwauk_ 12 pk. cans $2.9~ 
A111.!. Lite,.. Irish 750 mi. 
Wiedemann $3.00 Arrow 
12pk. Carola $3.33 Peppermint . 
.Y~ $4.48 Spu~mant., Schnapp. $4.09 12pk.btls. 750ml. 7~ml. 
Wine Tasting Saturday 2-6p.m • 
Parcluccl Chenln Blanc 
7S0ml $3.99 
,- -/ ... ' ' . . ,--,.~., 
Exposure to porn increl;lses 
sexual violence, expert says A Contemporary Market for 
By Karen Torry 
Starf Writer 
The more you see, the more 
you'll do. 
That was the essence or 
:;ociologist Pauline Bart's 
lecture Wednesday night in 
Davis Auditorium, "Dirty 
Books, Dirty Films and Rape," 
which examined the COD-
nections between pornography 
and sexual assault. 
Bart, a sC!:iologist in 
psychiatI]. at the UnIversity of 
Illinois u~hool of Medicinr, 
discussed presidentially-
commissioned studies of 
violence and pornography 
which drew no correlation 
""'tween the two. 
The violence study applied a 
"modeling" theory - the more 
you see, the more ycu'll do - to 
violent behavior, Bart said But 
the pornography study con-
cluded the opposite: the less a 
person views sexually explicit 
ma~erial, the less he will engage 
in sexual activity. 
Bart contended that exposure 
to pornography increases 
sexual activity, and further, 
that men who view films or 
photos of sexually violent acts 
are more likely to assau!' 
women. 
Bart cited one study that 
showed a relationship between 
men's arousal by sexually 
violent pornography and sel.'-
reports of a ''rape attitude" and 
calloused feelings toward 
women. 
The· beliefs that rape is 
caUS<:d by a rapist's cold or 
clinging mother, his frigid wife 
or a seductive victim are 
fallacies, she said. 
Bart said she does not propose 
eensorship as a solution to 
pmblems she believe:! por-
nograph~ creates, but would 
support public bearings to 
discuss possible legisJation. Sbe 
did not elaborate. 
One weapon Bart su~ested to 
combat "conquest" attitudes -
which she says porn creates -
is for parents to "train little 
girls to be as self-reliant and 
tough as little boys without 
losing the nurturance that 
women have." And parents 
S&afl Pbo&o by Stepbea KeDDedy 
PauliDe Ban speak ... Davis Aadl~m_ 
should stop teaching their 
daughters that boys tease and 
harass them "because he likes 
you," she said. 
Tba~ precept mCi,Y be carried 
over to the belief of some 
rapists that women enjoy b.~ing 
raped, Bart said. 
"Many rapists really believe 
tltat what they are doing is 
pleasurable to women," said 
Bart. "But men aren't borr. 
believing that women enjoy 
rape - they learn it. 
"Pornography is a source 
that sbows women enjoying 
rape and masochistic ex-
periences. " 
Women can explode that 
myth by fighting back, Bart 
said, as well as the mistaken 
belief that a woman who gives 
in to an assailant is less likely to 
be beaten or killed. 
Although each case is dif-
ferent, Bart said that reasoning 
or pleading with a rapist also is 
rarely successful. 
"You can negotiate him out of 
your credit cards or the place it 
happen!!', but you can't 
negotiate out ol rape," she said. 
"If you fight back, the message 
is very clear." 
Bart, who recently s~died 
rape victims and women ".!-o 
had been able to avoid at-
tempted rapes, said that women 
who do not fight back are more 
likely to become depressed and 
have more difficulty over-
coming the traumatic effects of 
rape. 
One woman who had un-
successfully pleaded with her 
attacker not to rape her wrote 
Bart a letter saying. "I feel 
worse .about having pleaded and 
begged him than I do about the 
rape." 
"Dirty street fighting" -
kicking, biting, pinching the 
man's Adam's apple, yelling -
is the most effective form of 
seH-defense, said Bart. 
She told the story of one 
woman who fought off Der at-
tacker by grabbing the man's 
penis and twisting it. When 
police arrived, one officer asked 
the woman, "Did you hurt 
him?" 
"He obviously iden,Ufil'd with 
the man," the woman told Bart. 
Another woman who finally 
escaped the two men who raped 
her told Bart she was able to 
keep fighting - by kicking, 
screaming, throwing rocks and 
bott~es - because "I knew I was 
gOlJlla win. I had to win." 
Bari emphiis:zed that a 
woman must let her assailant 
Imow that he does not have the 
right of access to her body -
another attitude she says is 
perpetuated b) pornography. 
"Many men, simply br the 
~Lootue of being men, fee tliat 
have entitlement to women as a 
class;' said Bart. "Many men 
grow up with the beliei t!Jat it's 
a woman's job to control 
sexuality because men can't 
control themselves." 
·dirlnerware .cookware 
·kitchen utensils .glassware .stemware 
.n~tecards .stationary .giftwraps 
·Imported soaps .cosmestibles 
·contemporary furnishings 
Kaleidoscope offers good design in a 
combinatIOn of beau!y and function presented 
In a relaxed atmcsp.1ere lor a pleasant 
shopping eXI='~nence ~;fdo'~~~ 
-----... -_ ... - _ .... Kutp;tiCJll i 
JteQdI[UClPt&3 I 
The most complete stock of natural I 1ooaw;iij;;;;ISi: 
(Between Nortn Illinois and the railroad) I 
Hours: 9:00 to 5:lO Mon.-Sat. 
Sunday 12 to 5 Phcne 549-1741 
%_~ SOFT FROZEN YOGURT 
~. in a cup or cone 
, All the fun of ice cream-plus the good things of yogurt !I ~~~~ ~r:;.;,ON~~i:;.'· Natural fruit flavors 
:119. S · I ihi' coupon and 194 entities bearer :. .., pecIc toarag.cuporconeofDANNY-YO 
;ii Coupon Expires 10/10/83 
..... ---,.~-~-----~-~-. 
~aEi" ~ ~,~~~. r~ ,,~ '-::,~ 
, Whr" It that .......... of people who _'f Itand -..my music. _ 
....... to II -.... stotIan-and _ dante to _ kind of.-le, do _ out 
and __ .. llltonII to the -"'muslcaf fIIED'.,. 
We ..... people "- the~.,..." lind a-y part ... ~ of 3) to 50 
people wtIa _ b fNd'. -*-t ......y 0IIw .... ) to ..,.. their .... 
--.eantw-tor. 
Chamber yard sale, auction is Saturday For '-. fNd'. '- captwed II -moocI" that '- -"..-.lind" II ..... group ...,....... l1Ie .... " onIr _ ingrwdlent. l1Ie barn cIecar with Its 
....... -'CIt .......... ~ .... _ .... '"'" " cannther ..... the 
By Dave Saelens 
Staff Writer 
You say your apartment is 
lacking that one important 
piece of furniture? Or your car 
is missing a vital org'!:l? 
The Carbondale Chamber of 
Commerce probably has just 
what you're looking for at their 
13th Annual Auction and Yard 
Sale to be held from 8 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Saturday in the Arena 
parking lot. The auction will 
start at 10:30 a.m. . 
Chamber of Commerce 
Executive Director Jim ProweD 
said there will be over 300 
booths in the yard sale selling 
everything from clothing and 
furniture to homemade crafts 
and hinl,(ets. 
"You name it and it wiD be 
out there," Prowell said. "You 
can fmd almost anything you 
-_ ...... -
--..~-
,.w .....  
,. u,. ":.":.'.:' 
want." 
Prowell said a highlight of the 
event will be when auctioneer 
Dick Hunter of Carbondale 
auctions off items donated by 
area merchanh. 
Some of the items will include 
a pickup trud donated by Jim 
Pearl to be· auctioned off at 
11: 15 a.m. and a w .. terbed from 
the Waterbed Shop. 
New to the auction this year 
will be the breeding services of 
two championship stallions, 
spoDSOred by Maiers Thorough-
bred Farms in Carbondale, 
Prowell said. 
'''There's also going to be a lot 
of good food out there this 
year," he said. 
-' ~ ........... " that fNd' .......... "" cuatorneft. 11. ::::=:::'.the _.·ther ... the floor "- and .... party " r.aI., 
FrW'a for.ron you ....... place ....... peopie II.- your __ ........ 
peopIot-gladyou-. THISWElKEND: 
frldu: Tile Wblsku River BInd 
Siturdar. 8011'3' RHd Ind Tbe I Sf 
Nlfiocai BlInd. 
TO RISIRYI A TAIU CAU ...... 221 
PRIME TIME PRESENTS 
Southern Illinois' Newest & Most Beautiful Restalltant ~ Lounge 
• !he . fines~ food and beverage value. Specializing 
m Prune Rib. Steaks, and Fresh seafood ... 
Dinner from $4.95 .. 
• U·"e Entertainment Monday§atuida!l. Startng Sept-
ember 26-lEDDY & TIiE UPCOMINGS . 
• Ladies Nigtl~. ev~ Tuesday &. Thursday Nights 
9pm-2am. ~ Well Drinks for Ladies. -
Sep"m..g Lunch 1 days a week 1.lam-3pm 
Serving Dinner Sun-Thur 5pm-.ICpm 
Serving Dinner Fri-Sat 5pm-llpm 
Route 13 East Next tc; University Mall 
529-5051 
in· 
'Daily 'EgyJXian 
•• Classlned Information Ram 
•• 15 Word MIDimum 
m:t:g~ail.lo~ cents per word 
Two Day-e eeatl per word, per 
dathree or F~!' Day.-8 cents, per 
w~~e~~ ~1M Dayw-7 cems per 
~.:! r:;. ~~deea Day-' centl 
per word, per day. 
pe-::Wwe::a. ~rM::. Dayw-S cents 
FOR SALE . . : 
Automobiles 
MUSfANG. 1980. Four spt;-d~fou:­
cylinder. Extra sharI!. L.OW 
mileage. $44CO or best offer. 549-
.2574 alter 5:30pm. 2219Aa29 
MAZDA 626, • 80. Excellenil 
~~~~:::'t~'iii:. t~~~ 
1981 AMC CONCORD, kylinder, 
stereo, I!Ower steerin!l and 
brakes, air, tiI~ good ml~eage.l. 
must S40:.1, $1500 u.~. o. Call 54lJ-
3480. 2398Aa25 
CADILLAC 1968, RUNS real g99Ci, 
lots of new parts, $2SO or best Offer, 
549-2094. 248lAa25 
1976 DATSUN 2So-Z. See to ap-~c~~t~ firm. Pb~~2s 
1978 FIAT 128 4-door seda~ 
~t :f! ~~~~all~Aa30 
1976 VW RABBIT 4-door, beautiful ~~~ radials, $ISoOO'~I:~' 
1973 TOYOTA CELICA - Excellent 
p-s mileage, very dependable. Call 
~:;n~~~fer.5~38114·2547s:a~ 
• 75 CHEVY VAN. Customized, 1 
~~~ck~ 5pm. Sell or ~~i~~ 
1973 VW SQUAREBACK. Engi.ne 
~~ JUly, $1200 0srs.J>AJs 
~ s~~E1YB.~T1.'fr~O~~~¥, 
~~uns gOod. $75O.0025~~' 
i:at~WJ;0cir ~:U~~l~~n 
titer 5 p.m. 2571Aa25
1 
. im HONDA CIVIC. Four meed. 
DeW stereo system, battery. G'reaf 
ff~~~~~ent co~~ 
1976 FORD LTD, call 457-5075. I 
1976 PINTO WAGON, =t ~~l::.uOO~~~~ 
1981 TOYOTA STARLET, 36,000 
;¥-T&53~ mill· Great ~i 
1976 FORD PICKUP, automatic, 
t!l ~e':is:~~'~' !~:r~e~~f?~ 
aftt!' 5pm. 2606Aa25 
"15 CHEVY CA.~RO, automatic 
power, a$it stereoS very ~ooa ~:~c;n. 00, O. . O. ~~, 
- 1969 CHEVY C-I0 balf ton. Stan-
dard transmission. Six cylinder. 
T~. $1250. S49-3429af~~ 
NEW SAGINAW TRANSMISSI~N, 
~=~~~~l, salvag~~ 
1977:C~R:fn~ ~~~!~i~ 
t.>ti.o., call Terry, 687-31~DAa2e 
, 1967 VW V AN. Rebuilt engine. New 1977 14x70 CONCORD, ,1 bedroom, 
brakes, $650 or best offer. 687-3573 calJleted, ap.!1iiances, great con-
after I! ii·m. 2632Aa25
1 
dition. MoveO free. $8500.684-3414. 
B2643Ae30 ADULT TOY. 1970 VW Dune 
~~fo'M'atf:.00i1.!80m~I~~~:. CN:: '''Iscellaneous 
529-2835. 2637Aa29 TH~ NEARLY NEW A CO!'l-
• 75 CHEVY VEGA, red 2'd~'1 siglll:nent·resale shop, .Accepts .for 
coupe 1:YJ:. old rebuilt 4-cyl. 2.brri comll~oment tpp qualIty clothmg 
electroruc ignition engine, like ne'1V and hOUdehold Items. 11Ierefore we 
interior·exlerior 3.sp consol" bave for. sale exce.!ent used 
t b·ft AM FM t . ,. mer'~haodJSe at greatly reduced ~~ ~~s:new 'batt~~~~r graso 1?~lces. 1200 west
f 
Main,C Cad~' 
011 filters new brakes, exhaust I ~~.,dale. Across rom re It 
system. p\UgS, just tuned, 30.35 U~lon .. Monday thru S~~urd!lY 
miJII, $95C) OBO, 549-8362. 2642Aa27 10.00-4.00. ~14Af25 
TEAC 7".. REEL tape recorder. A· 
,2300 SR, excellent condition, 
automatic reverse, fourheads. $375 
or offer. Steve, after 6pm, 457 iiil;;. 
2(j\8Ag27 
-I .. SPIDER WEB ... BUY and sell Motorcycles used furniture and antiques. South Bicycle. RALEIGH GRAND PRIX. 25" fram.e. Some extras. New in June. 1980 HONDA CD' .:.oK Dohc VeIter I on Old 51. 549-1782. b2259Al3O 
fan'ina, trunk, new heade~ and I FIREWOOD OAK .. Hickory. 1· &6fi ~~~, sell for $240 ~~~ 
I 
tireI. Well kept. $2000, negotIable. 967·2468 or 1-987·2840, after 4 pm. 
549-}~. 2432AC26 I 2404Af35 
-- t ----------
1978 HONDA 750. Black, lugg~e I JENNY'S ANTIQUES .. used ~~~1~~~~~1~ c~~it'i~J: ~m~ ~~~~u~rfi~~r~o~i.et~YS:u~g 
Musical 
REHEARSAL STUDIOS FOR 
rent, discount musical sales. 715 
S. UniversitYlal Sound Core ~uti08, PA Reo ~ &. Sa~~ o.b.o_ ~57·543S. ~!)"'.c25 , Midland Inn Tavern, go 3 miles. 
549-~lr.iI. B2409Af38 1980 SUZUKI GS450i!: sp'or' 
fairing, cove!! lock 'lnd cham, CRUSARDER, STONEWARE 
helmetS. $895. :149-7600. 2553AC26 i (cone-l0) Kilnb$750; Potter wheel· 
FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS! 
Experienced J>?rlormer teaches all 
W 6 b'd T 't ! $~oW,ty,~, E?!~~' T~!elii k9J:as~~.t~::' ~~~er, ra$~~l>o 529- ~'ih::ss~l:: l:c'~~r;:s c\~ss~O~~ Call 687-4960. 2540Ao40 
O. B. O. 457-2072. 2558Ac25 OAK BARN SIDING. 1X12, Oak 
2x6's. Knotty Jline ton~e &. groove. $.75 per boar foot. 5 1705
2591Af27 
FEN!)ER BASSMANIO. 70 Watts 
RMS. Two se~rate ch. four 10" 1975 HONDA CB 5OOT. Great 
Condition, only 6,400 miles. 549· 
5589, UOO, must see. 2601Ac27 
'74 YAMAHA TX500 Runs g~ 
:rrL:~,~~on~~~ 
1975 KAWASAKI 175E and 125 
~e:r:.,;ork, $160 O. B. gg.,X~ 
1975 Y <\MAHA RD350. Just tuned 
~~:On~~h~~lerie 453-~ri; 
;,:, ~R 250, $700. Phone, ~7~~' 
Real Estate 
TO SETTLE ESTATE. Newer 3-
bedroom, Unity POin\ $48,000. 
~~~~L'lge~ftr51 ~~'it., lR:~: 
Ji:'OOO. Du~ lots, Cedar Creek be<i~!~DeJ!'r~iJlf~~~~g~ 
Will consider financing anil 
reasonable offers until Sept. 25, 
1983. Norman Hall, 54~23a7Ad33 
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres, 
t4a~e :ro~t~:!I::~d~~ ~g;, availab~sJfi,ooo or best offer. 90 
percent rmancing available at 12 
percent over 10 year term. Phone 
549-3000 llft~ 5'l: for. apf.Ointmeot 
to see. 11118 l.S a rgam. Sicis6Ad30 
ALTO PASS, SMALL M9<1ern 
~~7~::das:.2340an=~ 
GRH;ZL Y ADAMS RANCH. 80 
acl'ell, on !lood road, 40 tiUable. 2 
creeks, spn!)g, cave, bounded over 
50 percent by forest preserve in 
Pope County (45 miles from 
Carbondale). Has 7 room house 
with bath jIlIS mobile bome P!Ild. 
rv~ragie. wurJi~S: ~:::n~~ 
and other buildinns, 35 tillable 
~[.~~7,50Ii. Ca colle~~ 
Moblie Homes 
$1500, WOODSTOVE, AIR, new 
~1~A~ town court, lOX~~~ 
12 It 60 ,\lOBILE HOME, ca, new 
carpeti'lg, 2·bedr09m, 2.bathsl Large liv;""-!hrov:n. Like new. Mus 
~'J'J~ y furnished, =xnJ6 
8x45', ALL WOOD interior, larI2e 
shad/Jd l°ltciquiet ~riva~arK, I 
:Pe27 ef . em. $ 650. 3595. 
!:I~:n:M ~e:t~:srs~:d 
::S\~~::,S'h!~J:f:l~~h~ 
0833, Aslt for Wayne, S. 51 
Town' n'CouDlry, No.38. 21135Ae27 
FOR SALE 
12 X 50 2·Bdrm., tied down. 
undefpinned, set on IfICXIous 
lot 
$2995.00 
12 X 60 2-Bdrm., avail. 
Imrned. 
$3995.00 
1 .. X 6.t 1983 3·Bdrm., 
baths 
$11,900 
1~ 
~II* OM15 ...... 
jef~ 
SEE 
DOI.lG 
ATWORTH 
HWY51 
CARBONDALE 
"...,... 
~tt':" ~~~~~t condit~ 
~~9~~'~!~~ ::Ir:~~~d 
~~~~:~e.Call JC1nath~~ 
BUY, SELL, TRADE. Gold, 
antiques, bicycles, jewelry, coins 
guns, collectibles, silver,-- good 
prices. Murphysboro Excnange 
2103 Wai'luC, open 12·5 except 
Sunday. 687-1101. 2605Af27 I 
~tf~~7~i2~/t~~M~rJa .' Apartment. 
, FURNISHED 1·2 BEDROOMS 
INSTANT CASH '1 :!r.~~~,~~~~ J!1=.l.~ For Anything Of 
Gold Or Silver i 3-E :~DROOM FURNISHED. 407 '!~Cof=-"'~!!W!!.=lry='=C="'=.=''''''==Itc..==-II. ~~: Across from ne:J~~20 J&J Col.,. '%1 S. 111457-6131 
Electronics 
LECSON AC-l PRE·AMP, Control ::iJJ~~~:B:~ ~~r~~~kle 
4983. 2560Ag2S 
PANASONIC SOLID STATE 
Stereo w-s~kers. Ws' JVC Kl).. ~t~ c:= :..~~. 5. ~~~ 
SX 450 PIONEER Receiver AM-
FM stereo, 40 watts-cll8ll!l.!!.h $150. 
Cali after 5 pm. 529-2747. AUlIAg26 
BEGINNER COMPUTER: ATARI 
400, 16K, Seil teaching prograrus. 
Save • run programs from a 
g:-ggr:~,rec::~eii'c~~~~ii::d 
IS '¥':V. seft! T., Tb, HO, 453-
4196. $200. 264IAg29 
A.l TnEVISION 
RENTAL SALES REPA!P. 
T.V. RENTAl$ot/WEEK 
SALE ON ALL NEW ZEt-'.ITHS 
USED COlOR T.V. 'S Fa« SALE 
$160.00. UP 
r,V.REPAIR FREE ESTIMATES 
715S.ILlINOISAVE. 
457·7009 
STEREO 
SABIN AUDIO w.' ...... cmyprbln __ 
AKA. AA.ftJ/L hew. I ...... . 
ao-J.._'-I_ ..... .. 
'I" off 
1'DIl ..... 
MAXILL UOXUI~. 
rNAD SONY 
HAPUIt ICIMWOOD NC MITIH ........ 
AM.. ~NKS 
YAMAHA 
HA.MANI ID A_tIa 
ICAIIDON IPICA 
NAICAMICHI OItADO 
AND MANY 01Hft _ANDI 
OPEN SUNDAYS . 
Call before coming 684-37'71 . 
lilS South St. 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
Apt. 504 S. Rawlings. Available 
i ::~1;,a~¥-iJF month.~~~ 
I 
~~~~ic ~~::u~: F~n~s~~~' 
~i~oPlar, A·C, alb~~g~~ 
FURNISIiED ONE BEDROOM. 
Very elose to campus. ~montb 
pi .. !! utilitie!. Fo~ one or two 
people. Lease, no pe:s. 549-1639 
after 3pm. 25l6Ba26 
CARTEltVll..LE EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENTS. Furnished, 
water paid. $UO-month. Im-
~~::,:~.cl~~Wl R~~ 
.8E READY FOR winter in a 2-
~~~i~~d.a¥MJmJ~t ~~~m~~t 
Goss Property Manag~~;-=~. 
~M~ru:8!?Callm~~~onth, 
2554Ba.'!5 
GREAT LOCATION, CLOSE to 
~!:r~:!n?sn~·v!fJ~~Te.eVt~~iniCJ-
eludes utilities and all l1!"e fur· 
ni!'bed. Call 549-2265. 2575Ba25 
CLEAN, QUIET, ONE bedroom 
apartment. Available im· 
W~!\f!.~e~.f~o l:C~a.:s 
Now Renting for foil and Spring. 
Efficiencies and 1 bedroom apl •. No 
pel •• loundry foci lilies. 
Pyra ..... 
(2 hI .... 1ram CamPUS) 
51.1. .... 11 .... 
549-2454 457.7941 
PARK TOWN APTS 
CAR80NDALE 
,..-feet for motu... professional. 
800+ sq. ft. In a 2 bedroom opart· 
-. Ai. aorpNd, palla or baIcanv 
lmage_ Lighted, aH ...... , parking, 
MpCItOI. Iockobl. ~. cabl. 
TV. l.acaIH b.hlnd Cat=>ondal. 
Clinic. S350/ma. Now ahawlng. 
Woodruff Services 
457-3321 
SEE US FOR COUNTRY PARK MANOR EFF·$I35 l·Bed. $160 
Apple. IBM &: Osborne 9 & 12 month contracts. 
Mlcrocomputen 30 day contracts also 
ALSO available. 
books,tuppll .. , a.vtc.. training. All with Private Bath, 
ASK US HOW YOU CAN AIC, and Kitchen Foc. 
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR I N_lyRemodeled 
AS um,E AS $90,00 A MONTH Slightly higher. 
WITH THE APPLE CREDIT PlAN. I NO Deposit with 
Approved Credit. l:RC COMPUTER I Call 529·17"1 c ..... _---'~,...,. ~ SECURITYPATIIOUED r...-.~!t-=.!':. •• ~w~~I~'-:IA:' .... ....:;:,;:,;.;;;;";"";;,,,,,;,.,;,.;..----... 
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Now laking Fail and Spring canlracts 
far .tficienci ... I b..-;raam and 2 bed-
room apt. 3 block. "",n Campus. No 
pel,. 
01_ Willi ..... , "m.1a 
510S.Unl_nlty 
457·7M1 549."'" 
EgyptIan A ...... Apt. 
.1.S.Wall 
2-bedrClClfm. Clfpel..:l. fumllMd 
cenlral a/c. wat .... Irash pIc:',up 
Walk 10 tamp .... Available .umw .... 
and fall. Call ",~1321 
r Hou.e. . 
MAKANDA TWO BEDROOM 
l house, $200. 684-6274. B2199Bb28 
THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
~~r~Shed. Close to W~= 
H~~E~~~~~r 'r~ ~fc; l~ 
529-5252 or 529·3866. Division of 
Diederich Real Estate. B2399Bb35 
4 BLOCKS TO camj)US, 3 bedrm welJ-ke~t} furnisbed" house at 416 ~7'~' ~~~B~5917, 529-31'.36, 
THREE BEDROOM ONE person 
~~;J:S0 lreo.7·:~:·~~~~~ 
nished. One bedroom available 
~~~:gi:~rOber °rLoc~~~~ 
fg~~: :"~~'s. (WesA~~g~~ 
fr~~?~:r 3 ~!%,'~f!':;.;r ~autiful colonial houst.. ~ave and 
W~~~~~'I~~~A~<:ta~g~ 
~Bg,~~iy.B~iw~·B~:!1i :r 
designed for optim.tm con· 
'I(!!,!ienc~. Stoveh refrlsen.tor, ~,;~;,as er ak~atb 
FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE, 
~~~t'_bi~~~'rro~er ~~~ 
Rent negotiable. 54!Hl889, ask for 
Pam. 256SBb28 
i~~:~~~h, ~h~?~~f 
electric, air. watu & trash pickup 
furr.isbell. Matlll'~erson or 
ff:~~~e p~~deot p errU~ 
2-BEDROOM, EXCELLENT 
LOCATION, central air, fenced 
yard, garage, woodbumer, .$415. 
references required. 457-69~Bb26 
IMMACULATE FOUR 
BEDROOM bouse. Big yard, Lots 
of trees. Close to campus. En-
closed front P-9rch. Availabl'! 
immediatel); Furnished. Well 
g;~~g'-~~7-6~~ts!~~up of 
258SBb35 
CARBONDALE. FOUR 
BEDROOM. $fiOO per month . 
Negotiable. 529-5822 or 4~~lib28 
CARBONDALE. 1007 N. Bridge. 2 
bedrooms. Natural gas, car~et 
~~IAf.Jo! t.~x:so. re~f~t:'· 
BUCKMINSTER FULLER'S 
DOME Home. Two bedroom, 2 
baths, $4OO-mo. plus security and 
damage deposits. 1.932-34~16Bb30 
CRAB ORCHARD ESTATES. Cmy 
2 bedrooms. APf.Jiances, carpet, 
:7~f:1 f:~~ . Garde~l~~' 
Mobile Homes 
~Ooa~~R~M2 ~~d Urnversi~ !&al\. 6 blocks from 
~~~~. 0 pets. $185 Ml~ 
FALL, CLOSE TO campus, extra 
~:ate~t~r:.~:-.fU~:~ 
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER. 
~-k~' a~, DO pets. Lease~~ 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
~o~~!;t:~u~~~:.~~~~ l~ 
mUWes east 0' UnIversity Mall. ::kt:,~:~u:.-~~.rj~Ufna~~t~ 
$175-month. Available Now! Also 
~~~g: ~~t~,ulT.°~~~~~~n!w~~ 
p.m. D224SBc30 
!o~EID!~:~r!~~ ~nrr::: 
:~~rte('(ff;d' c~~~'to f:~g:::'~~l 
Malibu Village or Southern Mobile 
=~Y. Pbone 4S7-332~ 
N~CE TWO Am> tJuu bedroom 
mobile homes. Lease required. No 
pets. 549-5596 after 5 p.mS2297Bc33 
NO DEPOSIT. TWO bedroom, 
rurni!!lJtcd, AC, gas beat, new 
drapes, s~onn wlllOOwS. Y.a mile 
from campus. Real clean. 549-4'm. 
2396Bc2S 
12' WIDE TWO-BEDROOM; 
~iet; furnished; Soutb Hwy. 51, 
:: to campus in &xa~i9B~ 
1981 ONE AND Two bedroom 
Dl.:ely furnished. energy saving 
~ campilli. Sorry, nO~i~ 
TWO AND THREE bedroom 
mobile homes. Furnished and air 
conditioned. Reasonable. Glisson 
Court. 616 East Park. 2496Bc32 
12x60 FRONT AND rear 
bedrooms, 1~ bath, wasber-
:n:~ ~~rfon: ~r:J. a~~iea~ 
and depclSit. 549-5550. B2595Bc27 
EXTRA NICE, FURNISHED 2-
bedroom trailer, central air and 
beat, 529-1457. 2617Bc26 
CARBONDALE. $125.oo! 2 
~~f:~~ ~:~rr!\ :!~, ~~ rl~e~=.ture. SUP~I~ 
M'BORO. 10 x SO. QUIET, Clean, 
air, ca~t. Water, trasb FAdt~. r~s, ingle L'I"coople - Yi3c30 
CABONDoUL South.m tto.pItality 
at Woadruff Monogement. Call 457· 
3321 for your choice 013 Mdr_, 
aIt' concIIttonecI maOile home.. at 
Southern or Malibu ........ $2IIe43101 
Mo ................. ..u.w., 
FREE BUS 
TOSIU 
e Laundromat 
e CABLEVISION 
el or 2 baths 
e 2 or 3 bedrooms 
e$145-$360 
i~MOBiU'* 0iI1y 2 mil .. ~l NortllofCampua. OMES Slngle Rates Avallabl. . -. _- --, 1ST ~wy 51 NORTH<-
549-3000 
ROY AL RENTALS 
Apartments 
Mobile Homes 
Furnished & Air Condo 
No Pets 
I Room~ate. ROOMMxn-WANTED VERY 
~,~~~~drm~I~Usl~ ~'h~. 
457-7140. 2576Be31 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN-
~o~ef~~'54~~~~~ r:: 
!).m. 25819e25 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
U~ently! Garden Park A~S., 
~y~~~~:4 elec~~8e~ 
EXCELLENT HOUSE, ONE mile 
~~~aa~f8:ble~~~oicir ! 
;,..~. stud~nt. (Non-s=~ 
ONE PERSON - NICE 3 bedroom 
house. ~100-mo. One-third utilities. 
Stop by 405 Snider after 6:~12Be25 
SHARE Tv/O BEDROOM a~rt­
ment in bouse near campus. Call 
52&-2355 after 10 pm. 2623Be43 
FEMALE, NON-SMOKER FOR a 
:!~~ :r~~~Wa~~'\~' J~ifa~ 
utilities. 1-985-4452. 26318e28 
NICE HOUSE ON Giant City 
Blacktop. Six miles from campus, 
very reasonable, quiet rural set-
ting. can after 6 pm. 54~Be30 
Duplexe. 
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. 
:.!'Jebi~fcer;:rd~la;:e= 
area. (;al1687-4222 or 1-985-4101.:.... 
.!l* for Mary Jo. 2542BU3. 
Mobile Home Lot. 
LARGE SHADY LOTS, J:;.tB 
;t::~ inl~~& ~:~e ~ 
$100 moving <expenses. 457~ 
crr457-4l167. B2469Bl25 
Hf:oL ' WAlNTEO Icj 
BARTENDERS, WAITRESSES, 
~Ja:\v~~=:a=.~~o:i 
part·time. No experience 
g~:a~~ O:n~ob r!~~I:~:t!~~ 
positions. Must be 18 y~r~ of !lie 
or ~.lder. A&l::[ in person. Monday-
~~llli.!ois~~ue.Gats~ 
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT 
- Makanda wanted by 
qualtriplegic 10r weekdays. 451-
4779 before 8 p.m. .B2487C25 
FEMALE DANCERS AT Chalet in 
MUrtvhJsboro, $5,00mrar hour. 
:It~~ person, for ~~ 
GO-GO DANCERS AND Bar-
maids, Immediate openings at the 
~~~~u::r.YIi25~~': 
Carbondale. St.rictlliegitimate 
~e:t:fia~: 1f:&~d: 
~ ~i~~ 't::rs~t~~ i ~=~tJ:~I~ s:s~fa~ \'==========-2-::4 ~ awarded 88 well. ~~ 457M22 
PROGRAM C;OORDINATOR'S 
..... l1li ...... 
...... AII •• ALL 
! POSITION. Must be able to 
:C:t~!la'ii o~r:J-e&l~ne:~~':lfh 
MALIBU VILLAGE 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
SOUTH & EAST 
HWY 51 S. 1000 E. 
=~:~r~~Bfh~ l~ttJle~~ 
Duties include: 81Ipervlaing staff of 
?eve,;~in~~~~i:fd :~~ry ~rti~I:::tI~ i.n community 
l!ag:~~o~J:?=~ ~a= 
PARK ST. 
(AU 529-4301 
to supervisory and treatment I experIence required. Send 
resumes bil9-23-83 to JCCMHC, 
OR COME BY 
1:30-5:00 M-F 
PRla5STARI' AT '1~ 
Rooms 
NEAR CAMPUS FOR Men and 
Women. Utilities included. Shown. 
by appointment. Pbont!, ~29 i 
TWO BLOCKS OFF campus. Well- I 
kel!t. furnished rooms a1 312 W. , 
ColWge.684-5917, 529-~~='1 
NEW SIGMA PHI Epsilon I 
ta~~:'$~=tI~~ i 
~1l~~eatl~85~' P~~ ! 
KING'S INN MOTEL 825 East I 
::~~l~= i7\.&r': I 
dou'bfeS &er week. Da\ly maid ~~3.all utilities ~ I 
! 
~~. Co lege, Carbob~~ 
~~~~?~~~~~J 
with ACf on fIlfl. Must be available 
~e:n~J-:r:~ea~ Wtsl:-
WeeD 8-11 B2544C3O 
GOVERNESS: 8 YR. Old female. 
:~a~'i-!~:-IP~~~eE~~,: 
~sW:: References. 549-~ 
--------
RESEARCHER: 2 POSITIONS 
available Immedlat~, Anatomy 
Unit, School of Medicine-
CarbOndale. BA or BS ~ and 
~~r:,c:'C:-1Y!~=y~~cr! 
desirable. SpOOfic experience in 
histol0ftr" electron microscOPY. 
cell ,;; ~(d 't:'e ::a~~::::!. Ei!~:fOD ':~t wo:~m:;,~~~ 
Including name of one  who 
can be contacted for a reference, to 
~~arl Parr by SePtem~ 
&~~!lA\? ~eal': t~Jts:I~~~~ 
:!!ti~IK.i.D::c\~~ti~,pr:~:t 
counselinl and outreach to the 
e1derI3' tbihr relatives and service 
~~~\y~r~~ t:c~~:a~n~:~7c~ 
field with trllinin, and-or ex-
~en~: t~lr~~o:. 
~~ r:a~~e, IL ~~ 
CARBONDALE - RECEP-
TlONIST-SECRETARY Position 
Available in busy mental bealtb 
center office. Minimum 
requirements are at least 2.Ye81'8 
receEtioniS~ ~xperie~ce, able to 
~pe ~~~~~ ,~&':;mc::a~ 
mensurate with expedence. Ex-
cellent fringe benefits. EOE. 
Applications taken until 9-30-113. 
~w!~~':dl~~~ E. 
·B2684C29 
NEED EXTRA MONEY for 
Christmas? Avon is tbe answer. 
Call now 529-2357. 2649C29 
ERVICES OFFERU) • 
DAVIS CONSTRUCTION-
ANYTHING from a hole in your 
roof to a whole new hoU3e. InsIired, 
references, free estimates. 457-
8438. 0965~ 
THE HANDYMAN·· PAINTING, 
glazing, plumbing. electrical, 
ca~!:~).n =i~ !i.a~~3: ~ality work. ReasoDable rates • 
457-7026. 2109E26 
B6:B LANDSCAPING, AREA. 
Home 6: business. Outdoor 
::~~~i'm.b.lUling, 21~ 
KARIN'S. NOW OPENS at new 
~~«?: betwrt:~~ Gr~k~~ 
:,~~~~o!~~~= 
llI'eeches and ~ackets. F""ree pidtull 
and delivery. hone 5&4660225aE30 
REBUILT STARTERS AND 
~~[l'~e~~rsillf:o'f:.st lrirs KiD 
~i,~.r.::~~· B~~ 
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and 
re~lar. Cassette tapes tran-
scribed. Term~pers. tbeses-
dissertations, bcioIt manuscripts. 
~~~~~~~~~. 
2351E33 
TYPING - THE OFFICE. 409 
West Main Street. 549-3512. 243lE36 
NEED A PAPER typed? IBM 
Selectric. Fast 6: accw-ate. 
reasonable rates. Guaranteed no 
errora.549-2258. ~W 
~«j,~lli'G ~i~Jrfn~ATIO::d 
alterations. Best Drices. 1182 East 
Walnut (behind Universit Mall), 
=-4lpm, Monday-Sab& ~~ 
~t:I:nrl. IN~:~~~D t::d 
=~Onal quality. AI Rai1a~ 
YOU PAY MORE. ~ pay less. 
but when It comes to cPimne~, go 
~~~~~1O~em~ 
~. C. S. G. CaI:tervi.lle~ I 
t,~l!:.~~Ca(iP~~. wort. I 
2531E25 
I NEED SOMETHING DONE? I ,'0 'YARD SALE, SAT BA. 1525 W. :~~t~~\~~~~~~~j~ !Walnut, M.urPhysboro. Clothes, 
2245. Ask fill' Kevin. 2599E27' appliances. furniture, and ~~ 
I. AIM DESIGN Studi~arments 
~~~18~~rf~=~~~~ 
~.29-3998. 2603E42 
STOR·N-LOCK MINI 
~~~1aJ~'se1~t~ag~~~~ 
many .• izes available, low monthly 
rates, for more info, call 529-1133. 
B2596E43 . 
~ANTEO· '. :-~ .. , 
WANT~D BROKEN"""""Am-' 
CONDITIONERS or ~ We 
pickup. Call. 529-5290 for cash 
today. 1897F'31 
,"OSJ ~ ":'.:' \ ... ;. 
LOST: LARGE FRIENDLY brown 
mg. Mixed golden La!). AnswP.l'll to 
Shasta, Please call, 549-104~ 
ENTERJ AINMENT· .• 
HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAILS! 
~Wdre~s~~!s!ri~:h,!:~ 
457-4370. 2022133 
HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC 
bayride and bonfire fun for all 
~:::'oofbeats, 457-4370, ~~ 
CATCH THE BAGEL Bonanza ~~::~~§~Yf~: ~~~'ii:J 
::~~~~if: ~:f&r;'l."krt ~}~! 
S. 222U29 
ANNOUNCEMENTS ~ I 
alRTHRIGHT 
pregnariCy '-ling 
• confldenlfot ..... tanc. 
.. 549-27M 
~ and friday 12Noan-4pm 
Sponsored by 
.carltonclal. Cham ..... 
of Commerce 
Saturday 
September 24 
1lUA..-....... Lot 1_·4.-
Auction ....... 
.tll:H.m 
tfuncIrd 01_ 
Itema cIonaNd by 
_...-dOanfL 
§~s, ~~~,; g&r:~hesB~~: 
electric organ, and more. Sat., 
Sept. 24, 9:1m-3pm, 706 S. Giant 
City Road 2639K25 
_._----
RIDERS WANTEI;)..~ 
~CARBONDALE TO ST. LOUiS' $18.25; Carbondale to Spri!lifie!d, IT. $18.10; Carbondale to Chicago $31.70; Carbondale to Bloomingt!,n1 .. IL $25.00; Car-bondale to lIIIIianapolis, IN $42.80. 1:157-4144. 2144PS1 
RIDE •• THE STUDENT Tran-
sit" to Chicago and Sublll'bs. Runs 
every weekeiid. Just 5Y.a hours to 
Chicagoland. Dej)8rts Fridays 
21m, ~~ Sundilys. Only $39.75 
Roundtrip one week in advance. 5.75 if purchased by 
12:30 ~ ursdaJs (Regular 
::r~ased u~t~· J;I:~:;~ \': 
advance. Ticiet sales outlet at 715 
S. University Ave. on •• The 
Island'l, o)ll!n Mon. tbru Thurs. 
~~O~s:£~I:~tm~1.!:r 
• ~P28 
Marcus, 
22 anclstlll a virgin I 
Happy Ii . .l)ayl 
Dally Egyptian, September Z3, 1-. Page ~ 
TbJs Is the car a maD attempted to escape In after 
taking abwt $7,800 from the University Bank. l50G 
W. Main St •• at 10:26 a.m. Monday. The car wu 
stolen sometime between Saturday aDd Monday 
morning. CarboDdale police ask any citizen who 
saw this car In the Carboadale area to caD the 
poUce department. 5'9-2121. The vehicle Is a 1976 
Ford EUte. twCHloor. dark greeD with white vinyl 
top. while te..ther Interior. DO hub caps, 1983 
Illinois 1ke1lSe: pla~ CR 4735. 
WSIU radio fundraiser fails, 
but art sale may raise money 
By Dave Saelens 
Staff Writer 
Although the WSIU-FM 
fundraiser which began Sept. 10 
and ended last Saturday did not 
reach the station's goal, station 
officials are hopeful that they 
still may raise enough money to 
keep local prugramming and 
pay increased National Public 
Radio dues. 
Jane Fisher, station 
manager, said the station's goal 
for the fundraiser was $21,!Ml5 -
$11,!Ml5 for NPR dues and $10,000 
for all other programming -
and the fundraiser brought in 
pledges totaling $13,640. Fisher 
said $7,435 is earmarked for 
NPR dues and the remaining 
$6,205 will go toward all other 
donations which weren't 
pledged during the fundraiser, 
and the station's current NPR 
dues don't expire until Oct. l. 
Fisher added that an art 
auction will be held Saturday 
with the profit being donated to 
the station. 
Fisher said !his is the first 
time in tI1r!e years the station 
has had to go to the public for 
funding, but it was because of a 
series of incide .. ,s which 
created a shortage of funds at 
the station. 
She said NPR. which provides 
the programs "Morning 
Edition" and "All Things 
Considered." faf'p.d a $1.6 
million debt and passed that 
debt onto radio stations by 
adding it to their annual dtJes. 
money to pay the 1983-84 NPR 
dues may not be the last of the 
station's problems. 
Fisher said NPR has also 
notified them that they may 
have to pay more tb."n $11,905 
for theh- 1983-84 dues depending 
on how many radio stations pay 
the increased dues. 
Fisher said any station which 
wishes to keep NPR 
programming will have to pay 
the increased dues fOl at least 
the next three years, 
Death penalty by lethal injection 
given in murder, robbery case 
CHARLESTON, DI. rAP) -
Patrick Wright, convicted of 
stabbing a Mattoon woman to 
death and slashing her 
daughter's throat, was sen· 
~e~ce~ Thursday to die by lethal 
inJection. 
Circuit Judge Paul Komada 
of . Coles County sentenced 
Wnght, who waived his right to 
have a jury decide his fate. 
The jury found Wright guilty 
Monday of the murder of Carol 
Specht, 44, and the wounding of 
her 20-year-old daughter, 
Constance, at their Mattoon 
apartment Jun~ 7. 
Komada said Wright had the 
power of reason at the time of 
the attacks, "tasted and en· joyed blood," showed little or no 
remorse, and could kill again. 
No date was set for Wright's 
execution. . 
Defense attorney Bnan 
Silverman argued that Wright, 
40 was innocent by reason of 
inSanity because he suffered 
from a sexual fetish for 
women's shoes. 
Later, he told the judge that 
executing Wright, who spe~t 15 
years in mental institutions, 
''would only compound the evil" 
of the attacks. 
However, prosecutor Nancy 
Owen said the randomness and 
brutality of the attacks made 
capital punishment ap-
propriate. 
"Crimes of this nature cry out 
for the death penalty," she said. 
"Society has said we will not 
tolerate acts of random 
violence." 
Carbondale's Original Deli 
Free Lunch Deliveries 
.. S 11 .. 1:30 -, 549 .. 3366 
• Subs. Salads. -' 
I.!.::.secakee Quiche e 
~earafter year, semester after semester. . , 
the college Pan fmn FKJeIity Union Lite 
h.u been the most accepted, most popular life inluranu 
PI'f)IJ1UII on campuses all over America. 
Find out why. 
Contact: RicCupp 
300E.Main 
Suite 14 
Carbondale 
457·3581 
fa. ~
pr~:;m~~~. the station was 
very excited about the response 
received d~.ng the fundraiser. 
In addition to this. she said, 
the station had a $7,000 cut in 
federal funding this year. as 
well as a 10 percent cut in state 
funding. 
The American Tap 
"I think we owe the public a 
great-.round of applause," she 
said. 
. Fisher said no decision has 
been made whether to continue 
or drop NPR programming 
since the station is daily 
receiving about $100 in 
The station also received a 12-
percent cut in funding from the 
University, she said. 
Therefore the !;tation made 
the decision LU 'nold a fundrai.ser 
from Sept. 10 until Sept. 11. 
But Just raising enough 
Terror over, hut fear lingers 
after woman killed in slashing 
LAWN RIDGE (AP) - The for sure," said Willard Burnett, 
terror is over, but the· fear a neighbor. "It makes you want 
lingers in this unincorporated to Ilet a .45 and stick it in 
MarshaU County eOlJ'munity somebody's face ~hen they 
about 20 miles north of Peoria. come knocking on your door." 
Pamela Scott, 2G, a friend, a Linda Rumbold is a family 
neighbor, a ''real sweet person" friend. She was awakened by a 
is dead - her throat slashe<l neighbor who delivered the 
James Scott found his wife's news. "You just don't think that 
, body Wednesday in a pool of can happen here. It's scary, 
blood in a ballway in the tiny, really scary," she said. 
green frame 'louse the coople Aimee Burson, a patron of the 
had shared since spring. Scott Lawn Ridge Tap. the only 
had just returned ho:ne from his business in sight, said: "In 
third shift job at the Caterpillar Peoria or Chicago you expect 
Tractor Co. plant in nearby that stuff to happen, but not in 
Mossville, authorities said. Lawn Ridge. No ~ay." 
Agents of the Illinois State The Scott's residence is but a 
Police Division of Criminal stone's throw from the saloon, 
Investigation said there were which is owned and operated by 
signs of a struggle, but 110 signs Ms. Rumbold. James Scott was 
of forced entry to the bouse. a regular there. His stopping for 
Scott told them he Iar.t saw his a soda and a can of chewing 
wife alive when he left at l0rk:30 tobacco before his drive to work 
p.m. Tuesday to go to wo , was conside~ a ritual. 
they said. • Tuesday mght was no ex-
"It sets you to thinking, that's ception. 
Page 22, Daily Egyptian. September 23,' 1_ 
40¢ Drafts 
$2.00 Pitchers 
75~ Speed rails 
50¢ l1.iwENBRAU 
704 Seagrams 1 
75~ Walker's Deluxe 
Today's puzzle 
",CROSS monastery 
1 Auto,*,,- 54 Auto noise 
5 Oa.. 58 Send fundi 
10 Performs 59 "Rahl", Sp 
14 HOf!I8 60 Thump 
15 Ounce 62 Back 0U1 
16 Uberata 65 Nip 
17 egypttan god 67 Swamps 
18 Monkey 69 Inc:raasad 
19 AmphIblan 70 Indian 
:!C) Saskat- 71 Abscond 
ctIewan city 72 Fancy talk 
22 Ship part 73 Cleft 
24 "1M Death 74 Resign 
of -" 75 Nibbles 
25 IndoIet_ DOWN 
27 - Of the 1 Ruba/yal 
Hou. man 
29 Good8 2 DIsabled 
Pu~~le ansWt'rs 
are on Page 15. 
32 Gender 3 Pharmacy 26 Umbo 48 TItle 
33 Hubbub 4 Feeble 28 Skating mcmt 51 SmIled 
34 Styles 5 ExpansIon 29 Floor covers 53 Sole 
36 PIcIunt 6 V_ 30 Mine shaft 54 Dynamo part 
transfw 7 FlaccId 31 Smooth 55 HavIr.g wings 
40 Exhaust 8 Guided trips 35 Gullar's kin 56 Mortise's 
42 UK'. Ben - 9 Sharpens 37 eatery mate 
44 Sc:oria 10 ShIp _ 38 Pror.& 57 Simper 
45 Kind of Iron 11 Frog sound 39 UK title 81 College do 
47 SIc 12 Rag 410r1ent _63 Fellow 
49 Govt. man 13 Jewish '-t 43 Mr. "'aug- 64 Lambers 
50 WhImper 21 A_age ham 86 Progeny 
52 AsIan 23 Undergrowth 48 Shed 86 Over: pret. 
Benefit softball tourney set for weekend 
.. The Little Egypt Chapter of 
the March of Dimes, in 
cooperation with the Car-
bondale Park District, is 
sponsoring a IS-team double 
elimination softball tour-
nament. 
The tournament will be heid 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 
Evergreen Park and Williams 
Field in Carbondale. 
Entry fee is $75. Proceeds 
from the entry fee and con-
cession stands will go toward 
the fight against birth defects, 
Cancer Society 
ends fund drive 
Volunteers for-the Jackson 
County unit of the American 
Cancer Society received a total 
of $27 ,046 for the Cancer Society 
during a 1983 financial cam-
paign that ended Aug, 31, ac-
cording to unit treasurer R.C. 
Joseph of Carbondale. 
Joseph made the an-
nouncement during the unit's 
board of directors quarterly 
meeting Tuesday. 
Most of the funds are obtained 
from the annual residential-
business crusade in the county's 
communities, from memorial 
gifts and income from various 
special events held during the 
year. Nearly 90 percent of the 
Cancer Society's income goes 
for research to fight cancer, for 
service and rehabilitation 
activities. and for professional 
r!~ la~:o:a~!~ ~~:.ms on 
During the meeting Tuesday, 
Alice Hardy of MutP.hysboro 
was presented a ment award 
from the American Umcer 
Society for extensive volunteer 
work and three years of out-
standing service in 1979, 1980 
and 1981. She served as annual 
fmancial crusade chairman for 
the Jackson County unit during 
those years, and the unit 
achieved its goal each of those 
years. 
The unit also awarded cer-
tificates of appreCiation to 
Susan Boor of Carbondale for 
outstanding service as a unit 
volunteer in crusade work ard 
public education activities, 
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CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE? 
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a 
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors 
that say "Dos Equis." After all, those 
are foreign words. And anyone in college 
knows peopie who wear stuff with foreign 
words and alligators have good taste. 
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos 
Equis sportswear today. And remember to 
eat your peanut butter and jelly ~jld­
wiches over the sink. • ____ I.A. 
Former NFL player 
to tackle Saluki lille 
By Joe Paschen 
Staff Writer 
I Few Chicago Bear fans could 
forget the name. Fewer Bear 
opposing offense's will forget 
the bone-crushing tackles and 
relentless pass rush. No Nor-
thern Iowa defensive linemen 
will forget the experience of 
learning from one of pro foot-
ball's finest. 
Wally Chambers, the iormer 
Chicago Bear and Tampa Bay 
BIJCCaneer defensive tackle, is 
in his first season as defensive 
line coach at the University of 
Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls.' 
This week he has been coaching 
the defensive linemen who will 
try to force the Saluki offense 
into enough mistakes to pull off 
the biggest upset of the season. 
"sm is probably the best 
team 'we'll face this year," 
Chambers said in a telephone 
interview Thursday. "They are 
real strong at the skill positions 
and possess a lot of speed at 
halfback, wide receiver and in 
their secondary." 
, Although Chambers admitted 
UNl's iootball program is in a 
tebuilding stage, he's confident 
of his young team's ability. He 
describes his new students as 
quick and hard workers, and 
except foi' a few, mostly 
inexperienced. Their teacher, 
Coach Chambers, is working 
hard alsp. He wants to give hi:; 
players something he didn't 
have. 
"When I first came to UNI, I 
wanted to coach like I wish I 
had been," Chambers said 
about his coaching philosophy. 
"I try to teach them the fun-
damentals. In the pros, you are 
expected to know your fun-
damentals. " 
One fundamental Chambers 
bas bad to adapt to is that Cedar 
Falls is a long way from the 
Windy City. 
"My lifestyle bas changed a 
lot, It Chambers said about 
living in a small town. '_'There's 
not a lot of social life here. In 
Chicago I was used to going to 
Broadway plays and concerts. 
Here, I've only 11:0t two nidlts 
< 
, -. 
'~".--~ ... r. 
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Wally Cbam.ben 
off. We're always watching 
game films and evaluatmg our 
talent and theirs." 
Have he haG a cI:.Cl",;~ to see 
th~ Bears play this seaS<Jn? 
"{ou know, I haven't had 
time to keep liP with them," he 
said. "I hav~n't even seen a pro 
game on TV this season. We're 
in mE'eiiflgs and seeing films all 
day Sunday, so I don't really 
know how they're doing." 
He said he still keeps in touch 
with some former teammates, 
although he's too busy ad-
vancing his own career in-
terests, usually. 
A former All-American at 
Eastern Kentucky, he recieved 
e . ba!!hdor':~ degree in 
education. A bachelor himself, 
he has also completed a degree 
in radio-TV 8!\d is working on 
his master's in public relations. 
He still doesn't know whether 
he'll take his skills into the 
professional world or pursue a 
career in coaching. 
!'Sure, I think about learning 
enough to possibly become. a 
bead coach someday, but I may 
seek a public relations position 
with a large firm somewhere 
down the line," the former 
National FooUJ8II Conference 
MVP said. 
"I haven't really formalized 
where I'll go from here. I've 
OIIJy been coaching since March 
1 of this year. But. I'm still 
looking. For .IOW though, it's· 
coaching." 
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Chambers talks of coaching 
with the same pride he played 
football with. He hopes to be 
known as a coach who produces 
good, fundamentally strong 
defensive linemen. 
"Seeing players achieve and 
play in the game, you get a 
sen"Se of your own coaching 
skills," Chambers said of his 
expected fulfillments from 
coaching. 
What is most important now 
for the two-time Bear MVP and 
Chicago Athlete of the Year is 
oreparillg his players for the 
Salukis' large offensive line. 
"After playing a big team like 
Indiana State (which beat UNI 
2fH)) we'll be more prepared for 
a line the size of SIlJ's," 
Chambers said. "We'll attack 
them right frQlll the start. We'll 
playa 50-50 slant and will stunt 
a lot. We don't blitz that much. 
We're preparing to read their 
movement and react to it .. sit's 
coming to us. We don't want to 
get caught having the game 
forced on us. We want to force 
our game on them." 
Saluki h~ad Coach Rey 
Dem!lSeY has said he is con-
cerned sm might be in-
timidated by playing indoors 
with the UNl fans breathing 
down their necks from the close 
grandstands. Chambers hopes 
Dempsr::y is rildlt. 
"In the past; UNI has been a 
powerful team at home," Coach 
Chambers said of the homefield 
advantage. "The players are 
used to the crowds here. It's 
Co~Z c~C:d.?n to have a noisy 
The oniy thing Northern Iowa 
and the Chicago Bears have in 
common is their 1-2 records, but 
the Panthers have big Wally 
Chambers on the sidelines, the 
Bears don't. The Salukis can 
feel ccmforted, though, by the 
fact that the former Bear 
lineman "'ill just be signaling-in 
defensive plays and not 
bringing them in himself. 
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Harriers ready for another test THE \1'1 ASH HOUSE 
805 E. PARK By DllVid Wilhelm SlafC Writer 
With a solid week of workouts 
behind them, the women 
harriers and Coach Don 
DeNoon are ready for another 
test this weekend against 
IllinQis. The team wiD take on 
the Illini Saturday at 10 a.m. at 
the Lake of the Woods Golf 
Course in Mahomet. 
DeNoon said that his team 
had its highest-mileage 
workouts this week, averaging 
57 miles per athlete. Eight were 
in the 60 to 70 mile range. 
DeNoon said he doesn't know 
much about the Illini, who wiD 
be participating in their first 
meet this season. 
"The Western Illinois coach 
said they had a couple of good 
people, but they aren't a real 
powerhouse," DeNoon said. 
"llIinois' coach rt-alizes that, 
Soviets cancel 
hockey tour 
MOSCOW CAP) - The Soviet 
Union has canceled a December 
tour of thE: United States by its 
ice hoclcey team, claiming 
"there art! serious fears" for 
m<:!mbers' safety because of the 
uproar over the So.'iet downing 
of the Korean Air Lines jet. 
The official news agency Tass 
said the decision to canc~l the 
tour, which was to include a 
match with the U.S. Olympic 
hockey team, was taken by the 
Soviet ice hockey federation 
because of "the U.S. attitude 
toward sports links with the 
USSR, which has developed of 
late." 
. Tass did not specifically cite 
the downillg of the KAL Boeing 
747 on Sept. I, but said, "At 
present, when official 
autllorities encourage anti-
Soviet actions, there are seriol.:S 
fears that proper safety may 
not be ensured for Soviet 
players during their stay in the 
United States." 
The Soviet hockey t{!am had 
originally been scheduled to 
play six games against the U.S. 
Olympic team. 
Three of the games were 
~~n;::~d bill prO~~ti;~t Ar:~~ 
Philadelphia had said they 
would not allow the Soviets in 
their buildings. 
And the sponsor of the Los 
Angeles event, the Japanese 
.company Isuzu Motors, had 
withdrawn its support after the 
Soviet down of a South 
1. 
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too. lney haven't done "lUch 
recruiting." 
The Salukis will tak~ 10 
women to the meet compared to 
15 for Illinois. 
"We'rp :::m looking Cor in-
div1l1ual improvements," 
De:'<loon said. "The runners 
need to run up to their 
care~~~e~~d that his team is 
in good shape going into the 
meet, except lor Rachel Dodge 
and Sherry Hamlin, who are 
bothered by nagging injuries, 
"Everybody else is healthy and 
getting stronger ," he said. 
"We'll Just take it one meet at a 
time. We're running well at this 
point in the season, We had a 
one-mile eftort on the tnck this 
week aud two runners recorded 
their best times." 
Against the Illini, DeNoon 
said his squad wiD "just go out 
to compete as hard as we can 
and have each girl go for her 
best race." 
He said U.at th.e Lake of the 
Woods course is "not real 
challenging" and is similar to 
the golf course at Illinois State, 
where the Salukis ran Saturdav. 
NEXT TO PARKVIEW MOBILE HOMES 
OPEN 7 DAYS FROM 7 A.M.-l1 P.M. 
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YOU CAN DO IT! 
!t gets down to what you want to do and what you 
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading 
Dynamics lesson and you can do it-handle all the 
work college demands and still have time to enjoy 
college life. 
You can dramatically increase your reading spec;:! 
today and that's just the start. Think of the time, 
t~ freedom you'd have to do the things you want 
to dO for twenty year~ the ones who g:!t ahead 
have used Reading Dynamics. It's the Way to read 
for tOday's active WOrld-fast. smooth, "fficient. 
Don't get left behind because there was too much 
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading 
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically 
increase your reading speed and learn about 
advanced study techniques in that one free 
lesson. Make the college life the good life. With 
Reading Dynamics you can do it. 
SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS 
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Intne 
STUDENT 
CEi.TER 
Friday - Sept. 23 
12 Noon, 2:30 p.m. or 5:30 p.m. 
Activity Room C & 0 
Saturday, Sept. 24 
10o.m. or 12:30 p.m. 
Mississippi Room 
LAST:! 
PAYS 
SEATING IS LIMITED 
DON'T MISS ourtl 
~O EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS 
-- ---
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Game plans 
Ray, Pirates blast Cubs 
CHICAGO CAP) - Johnny 
Ray drilled a triple, double and 
two single! and scored three 
runs Thursday to lead the 
Pittsburgh Pirates to an 8-2 
victory over the Chicago Cubs. 
It marked the Pirates' first 
victory in Chicago after 10 
straight losses, including eight 
this season, and it kept them 
within range of the first-place 
Philadelphia Phillies in the 
National League East. 
The decision went to Lee 
Tunnell, 10-5, who yielded six 
hits in a route-going per-
formance. Rick Reuschel, 1-1, 
took the loss. 
Th~ Cubs took a 1-0 lead in tne 
second on a triple by Jody Davis 
and a single by Larry Bowa, but 
the Pirates went ahead to stay 
with four in the fifth. 
With one out, Marvell Wynne 
doubled and scored on Ray's 
triple. Walks to Dave Parker 
and Jason Thompson filled the 
bases. 
Mike Easler then grounded to 
second and when the Cubs failed 
to tum the double play, Ray 
scored the lead run. Tony Pena 
si!1gl~d, scoring Parker and 
RichIe Hebner Singled to score 
Easler. 
L()o~ Clos,:lyl 
'~I~ "  ~..... :.~' • . ')1 " .. 0. . 
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At the 8OOI&ers' IuDch~ Th!lnday, Coach Rey Dempsey discllllSed his teams upcoming game. Your prescription In clear glass 
lenses with frame aJ ld case. 
l\tien harriers step up the pace, 
prepare to face NCAA chalDps 
. .....,,-Day 
Thin SoH Len... " ... u ....... Trial $125 Includes Everything 
• Standard Thin B & L Soft Contact Lenses 
• f:.ye f..xam • Case • Thermal Sterilizer 
By David Wilhelm 
Staff Writer 
Mter an impressive victory 
over 13 teams at Saturday's 
Kentucky Invitational, the 
men's cross country team will 
have to rise to the occassion 
once more this weekend when it 
meets Illinois and Wisconsin at 
10:30 a.m. at Lake of the Woods 
GoH Course in Mahomet. 
Wisconsin represents stiff 
competition for the harriers. 
The Badgers were NCAA 
champions in 1982, so the 
Salukis need a big perfomlance 
to remain unbeaten. 
Coach Bill Cornell has said 
that this year's schedule gets 
only tougher, and he couldn't be 
more correct about Saturday's 
meet. 
"This is Wisconsin's first 
llleet," C.'mell said, "so I don't 
know how they will run. I do 
~)(pect them to be g('.oo. As for 
llbnois, they have run only a 
four-mile time-trial race 
against !heir alumni." 
To defe!lt the lllini and the 
Badgers, Cornell needs a strong 
performance from his·four, five 
and six runners. Last week at 
the Kentucky Invitational, ilie 
Salukis had the first, third and 
fifth runners across the finish 
line. But the next harrier across 
the line was way down the line. 
"For us to do well we can't 
depend on just our front three 
men," Cornell said. "We must 
have help from our fourth, fifth 
and sixth men." 
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Cornell's front men so far this 
season have been Chris Bunyan, 
• Solutions. Replacement Warranty Program 
Eddie Wedderburn and Mike -
Keane. Bunyan burned up the 
course in finishing first at the 
Kentucky Invitational with a ' 
time of 24:04.9. Wedderburn 
(24:Z1.3) finished third and 
Keane fifth (24:35.2). 
Sa •• Day Optical S.rvlc. 
• We fill presc!lptions from any optometrist 
or opthaJr1".ologist 
• Eyes' examined by Dr. Fred W. Wood, 0.0. 
• Offer expires September 30, 1983. 
The race will cover 8,000- ! 
meters, and the Lake of the 
Woods GoH Course is smooth, 
with good footing and rolling 
hills, according to Cornell. 
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RACES from Page 28 
F'rankfori. A one-mile fun run 
will also be held. Registration 
for the King Cole Run is $6 in 
advance and $8 the day of the 
race for the 10K, and $1 for the 
fun run. 
Awards and prizes will be 
given out to all participants. T-
shirts will be given to the first 
150 entrants. 
The course is a new one-loop 
starting down Main Street, 
leading the King Cole Festival 
parade. Runners will contend 
with one hill, about a quarter-
mile long, and most of the 
course is pave, with three water 
stations. 
Also Saturday is the flfSt 
Great Kaskaskia Road Race at 
Fairview Park Plaza in Cen-
tralia. The 10K course will be 
run on an entirely flat course 
with a fast out. The 10K will be 
followed by a one-mile fun run. 
marked for the 10K along with 
splits given at the one, two, four 
and five mile points. 
The 10K course is an in and 
out course with gradual hills 
running along the scenic river 
road. 
There will be three road races 
to choose from Oct. 8. The 
closest, and considered by 
many local runners one of the 
most popular in the area, is the 
Fire Prevention 10K Roadrun 
sponsored by the Carbondale 
Fire Department. 
The race starts at the fIre 
station at 8:30 a.m. at 300 S. 
Oakland and follows a semi-
circular, fast, scenic, paved 
road "ourse with the finish back 
at the fire station. There will be 
split times, aid stations and 
traffic control during the race. 
Entry forms should be sub-
mitted by Oct. 5 with the fee at 
$6. All runners will receive T _ i ~ 
shlrts. ~ 
The Harrisburg Daily ~ 
Register Road Race will also be 
Oct. 8, at 9 a.m. 
This is a 15,OOO-meter (9.3 
miles) course starting at Taylor 
Field in Harrisburg. Entry fee 
is $5 in advance and $6 the day 
of the race. All runners will get 
a T-shirt and certificate, with 
awards for the top three men 
and wo:nen in each age group. 
710 Bookstore 710 South Illinois Avenue 
7HOUgH7S li?fJf'1 7M££. U7IE.S 
Carbondale night life not quite on 
par with Rush Street? 
Perhaps you prefer the slower pace 
and wide open spaces of So. Ill.? 
Friends at the Big U.? 
... 
'""i 
~ 
C 
"OJ 
~~ 
'E~ 
::;'tJ 
Former SIU student Jason Scott Steele t:l 
captures a touch of each city in his ~ 
tale of life in C1it{cago. Champaign. I""-
and Carbondale. Wh~ther you're ~ 
reminiscing or anticipating. it's a ~ 
very special experience. DON'T HISS IT! ~ 
Also available by sending $2.50 
/ copy + $1.00 / order postage 
and handling to Southern Illinois 
Poets, P.O.Box 235, Colchester. 
CD~ 
~~ 
"tli:!: 
5 
For those who wish to travel 
south for a run Oct. 8, the 10th 
running of the Cairo Levee 
Footrace will begin at 9:00 a.m. 
There will be a 5,OOO-meter and 
tn.OOO-m""'r race starting and 
fuiishingii St. Mary's Park. 
The race will be run mainly 
along the Mississippi River on 
the upper and lower levee ~ Illinois 62326 
tJ 
roads.' - ..... Cloud Nine University Hall 
71lOll9H7S lRf)(7 711R£L U7IE.S The entry fee the day tJie race 
is $8, which includes a race cap 
and trophie for the top three 
finishers in each age division. 
Overall men's and women's 
_winners will receive 'Plaaues. --------
In Chester Oct. 1 will be the 
MiSSissippi River Run, which 
begins at 8:30 a.m. in front of 
the Menard Correctional Center 
:!::!~:=~~:~ ~ 
begin at 8:30 a.m. 
Entry fee for the 10K is $6 
belore Sept. 28 and $8 after. T-
shirts, drawings and awards 
will be given to aD runners. The 
top three finishers in the age 
divisions will receive special 
awards. 
Three aid stations are 
GRID from Page 28 
Dempsey said that he knows 
what Mudra might do at certain 
times during the game. 
"We know what he likes to do 
in certain phases of the game," 
Dempsey said. ''We know a lot 
about that. "- . 
Northern Iowa, which has 
averaged 62 yards rushing per 
game and 159 yards passing per 
game, will face a Saluki defense 
that h"is given up an average of 
only 40 yards rushing per game 
and 143 yards passing per 
game. 
"They have a good passing 
game," Dempsey said. "They 
have some good receivers and a 
good passer. I've seen plays 
that they run and they have 
some good potential. They have 
tons of passing schemes that we 
have to guard against." 
Dempsey said that bis squad 
has had to prepare for two 
defenses that Northern Iowa 
could use: the pro 4-3 defense 
and the pro 34-35 defense. 
The Salukis should know 
which defense the Panthers will 
use by the end of the first 
quarter, Dempsey said. 
Game time is 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday. 
llnee117' 
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Opening shortly Staff Pbolo by SCOU Sbll:w 
Salukis aim for best 
opening in 13 years 
By Jim Lelia 
Staff Writer 
With their No. 8 ranking in 
hand, the Salukis travel to 
Northern Iowa Saturday to play 
in the Panthers' UNI-Dome'and 
try to improve their record to 4-
0, which would be the best start 
by a Saluki squad in 13 years. 
The 1970 squad opened its 
season 6-0 before finishing with 
a 6-3 record. 
For the fIrst time since the 
season opener against Western 
Illinois, quarterback Rick 
Johnson, who injured his left 
knee and ankle in that game, 
will suit up and could be ready 
to play, Saluki Coach Rey 
Dempsey ::.lid. 
"He'll dress for the game," 
Dempsey said. "I don't know if 
he'll play, though," 
Whether or not Johnson plays 
against Northern Iowa, 
Dempsey said, will depend on 
how well he will be able to 
perfonn on the field. Dempsey 
said he would not want to 
jeopardize the team's chances 
of winning or of Johnson re-
injuring himseU by having him 
play if he will not be able to do 
the job. 
"Each day he is a little better 
than thf! day before," Dempsey 
said. "Right now his passing is 
Dempsey said that Field is 
~tter and will play Saturday 
rught. 
"Because of the way we 
rotate our bac~s around, a lot of 
our runners WIll play," Demp-
sey said. "Corky's getting 
better and he will be one of the 
guys in there during the game." 
Dempsey, though, said 
Northern Iowa will play better 
players but I think they'll adjust 
weU." 
Dempsey said he will still 
have Drew Morrison as his 
punter. 
Morrison was av€raging 40.6 
yards per runt after his first 18 
punts, but on his onl.y attempt 
last week he managed just a '1:1-
yard kick. 
Dempsey said that Morrison 
Gridders may take on lilini 
'By Joe Pascben 
Stafr Writer 
Men's athletics has more to 
look forward to than the 
prospect of a regionally 
teleVIsed football game Oct. 22 
against Indiana State and the 
potential of post-season 
televised contests. 
At Thursday's weekly Saluki 
Booster Club luncheon, Lew 
Hartzog, men's athletic 
director, confirmed that SIU-C 
is negotiating a football game 
with the University of illinois in 
Champaign-Urbana. 
than it has played in the last two 
weeks because the Panthers 
feel they have a big edge in their 
dome. 
"Mr. Stoner (Neil Stoner 
minois' athletic director) and i 
have been talking about 
scheduling a fe otball game 
bE:tween us and the mini" 
Hartzog said. "No contract has 
been signed yet, and we know 
the bottom line is signing that 
centract. We are still i.ctlking." 
Hartzog said if a game is 
scheduled between the Sa!ukis 
and the Illini, it would probably 
be Sept. 14, 1985. SIU-C would 
receive about $125,000 from the 
contest, which would probably 
be played at IHinois. 
has developed a couple of bad 
habits. 
Tonya IJDdsey will anchor sbortstop for tile softbaU team better than what I thought it 
wbeo it opens its SesBOD iD tile SIU-C IDvUat10Dal Friday at 11 would be. There are certain 
Northern Iowa bas lost its last 
seven road games. while in its 
domed stadium the squad has 
ViC!! five and !i~ one of its last 
seven games. 
"They (Morrison and Frank 
Pasquino, the team's other 
punter) were punting and really 
knocking them out of there, 
getting them high and long." 
l}empsey said. "Then Drew 
started getting into a bad habit 
of not keeping his toe pointed, 
looking up a little w)1en he punts 
and not following through." 
things that he can do now that 
.. 
_a_._m_. ___________________ ....... he couldn't do earlier." 
, "ydney Byrd, who became the 
Sluggish spikers 
crush tourney hopes 
By Sberry CbfsenbaU 
Sports Editor 
f~h :~,:sB~ ~vr:~~ 
Brigham YCUniVersity in 
Utah were bly shattered 
Thursday a temoon. when the 
Saluki volleybaU team dropped 
its match to Texas-Arlington. 
According to. Coach Debbie 
Hunter, "It's a loss that doesn't 
feel too good." 
Hunter said her team was flat 
and unaggressive in the match, 
as was . the club from Texas. 
SPJ-C took the fil'st game 15-4, 
but dropped the next two games 
in the liest-of-three pool play. 
"We were sluggish, like we 
bad molasses on our feet," 
Hunter said. "Maybe since we 
beat Texas so handily the first 
game the players sub-
conscioUsly thought they didn't 
need so much intensity. We 
were tipping too much and not 
attacking." . __ 
Hunter said a bright spot was 
the revival of outside bitter 
Linda Sanders. After being 
sidelined in early season with a 
virus, Sanders never quite 
came back. fully. At the BYU 
tourney, though, she hit .500 
in 16 attempts to spark what 
elristed of a Saluki attack. 
In the Salukill' first match of 
the tournament ThursdlY 
morning, they drilled ~ an 
Francisco 15-8, 15-5. . 
Early in the first game . ian 
Francisco was up 8-&, but ater 
a time out the Salukis Sir ged 
back. With junior Jill Br -ker 
serving, SIU-C_ reeled off 
straight points, several on 
Broker aces, to take a 10-8 lead 
from which San Francisco did 
not recover. 
SIU-C was to face host 
Brigham Young Thursday 
evening. If Hunter's team is to 
advance out of pool play, it must 
defeat 13th-ranked BYU. while 
Texas-Arlington must be upset 
by San Francisco or Snow 
College. 
Barring those major upsets, 
SIU-C is probably facing a 
fmish between ninth and 12th in 
the 24-team tournament. . 
Several runs slated 
By Joe Pascllea 
Staff Writer 
The arrival of lower faD 
temperatures bas Dot just 
started the ~lorful changes 
tbat come with aD Indian 
Summer, but this is runners' 
weather. 
Last Saturday in Mur-
physboro, the Fifth Annual 
Appletime Roadrun was held 
during the Apple Festival 
weekend. More than 200 runners 
~pated. 
Joe Banks placed second 
overall in 32:45.6 and was 
followed by Brian Stewart in 
33:46.&. 
The top female nmner was 
Lindy Brushing, a former 
Saluki track start who set a new 
course record or women in 
37:20.3. 
Jean Tokbeim placed second 
in 39:32.4 lUId Janine Cox was 
fourth in 42:10.7. 
Several area . long distance 
road races are on tap for the 
next few weeks. 
Saturday is the annual King 
Cole lO,ooo-meter run, begin-
ning . at 10:59 . a.m. in West 
The C',;eraD winner was Dan 
Sopeml, a junior nmner 00 the 
SItJ~ cross country team. 
Sopena came IlCI'08II the finish 
line in 31:53.9. See hC""4 Page Z'l 
Pap 21, Dailf EIJJItIaD, Sept4IDbeIr IS, 1_ 
third running back to start at 
the fullback spot for the Salukis 
this season, could become the 
first to start two games in a 
row, Dempsey said. 
Corky Field, who started the 
season at fullback before going 
down with an injury against 
We.stern, hasn't played since. 
"I'm not fearful about playing 
them anywhere," Dempsey 
said. "The noise level in their 
dome can sometimes intimidate 
you. The fans there are real 
close to the playing field. 
"Our players will try to adjust 
to the dome. Playing in the 
dome is different for our 
Because Dempsey and 
Northern Iowa Coach Darrell 
Mudra faced each other. when 
Mudra was at Eastern' Illinois. 
See GRID, Page 27 
Netters'- mental game 
needs boost, Auld says 
By Daryl VaD Schouwen 
Staff W liter 
MTXE. 
It's an axiom coaches like to 
impress upon athletes that 
stands for "mental toughnes!\-
extra effort." Women's tennis 
Coach Judy Auld would like to 
see her team take M'!'XE to 
heart this weekend. 
SIU-C will host Memphis 
State, Looisville and Illinois 
State in a quadrangular meet 
Friday and Saturday at the 
University Courts. The team 
will try to bounce back after 
losing two of three matches last 
weekend at the Indiana In-
vitational. 
Auld wants her team to be 
"mentally tougher" this 
weekend. 
"We need to improve the 
mental part of our game," Auld 
said. "Maybe last weekend was 
good for us in the sense that we 
saw the need to work harder., 
Playing good teams like In-
diana and Illinois opens your 
. eyes a little bit. We p!ayed well 
and lost. But why did we Jose! 
Against Dlinois, it was not 
beca'M they were better than 
us - we jUst let our Of)-
porhmities sfip away." 
P.!inois defeated the Saluki 
Slpld 7-2 in the second round of 
the Invitational. The match was 
closer than the score Indicated, 
Auld said; and the difference 
betw~"O the teams 00 Saturday 
was mental. ,. ~ :0< • , 
. "We we..-eo't strong enough 
mentany," Auld said. "We 
should go out from the start of a 
match and say 'I'm going to win 
this match' rather than say 'I 
hope I play well.' There's a big 
difference there." 
SW-C will 'i8ke on Memphis 
State Friday. The Salukis split 
with them in two matches last 
year. Auld said Memphis State 
Coach Charlotte Peterson will 
bring a competitive, disciplined 
team with her. 
''The match against Memphis 
State will be a good one," Awd 
said. "It always is. to 
Louisville finished sixth at 
Indiana last weekend, one notch 
ahead of SIU-C. Last fall the 
Salukis played one of their 
flDeSt matches of the year 
against them, winning 9-0. Last 
spring SW-C turned them back 
5-4. Auld said they are improved 
this year t however. 
IDinois State comes in for a 
second fall encounter with SIU-
C. The Salukis defeated ISU 6-3 
at the Indiana State Quad in 
SIU~'s opening match. illinois 
State proved to be solid in the 
top tftree Singles positions, 
winning all three matches 
beiOl"C Auld's crew came back 
to win the next six. 
"I think we can win all three 
matches, but we'll have to be 
consistently aggressive and up 
for each match," Auld said. 
. "All three teams.are capab~ of 
beating us. We can't let down." 
"The first weekend was good 
,for us .in the· sense that we 
weren't ~eally pushed, we 
played well, and we won. But 
then last week the competition 
started pushing us to our limits. 
This weekend they will push us. 
We're going to have to put out a 
little more, concentrate more 
and be more aggressive than 
the other teams or they will beat 
us." 
Auld will stay with the lineup 
she used the fIrst two weeks. 
Alessandra Molinari, Heidi 
Eastman and Mary Pat Kramer 
will play the top three singles 
positions. Amanda Allen, Stacy 
Sherman and Maureen Harney 
will . play the bottom three. 
Sherman and Harney own the 
best Saluki win-loss marks at 4-
2. 
Auld's goal this weekend is to 
get her team to improve the 
mental aspect of its game. 
"I want us to improve our 
frame of mind:' she said. "I 
want to get everybody playing 
wen consistently, being 
positive, showing good con-
centration and winning the big 
points. We have to go out on the 
court saying 'I'm going to win 
this match: being in it from the 
very beginning rather than 
waking up in the second set and 
saying 'Gosh, 1 could wiD this 
match.'" 
The Salukis will battle 
Memphis State Friday at 3 
p.m., Louisv,ille at 9 a.m. 
Saturday and Dlinois State 2 
p.m. Saturday. 
